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At Raptor we have one all encompassing, guiding goal:

“To provide trade professionals with quality tools 
and accessories designed precisely for Engineers and 
Installers very specific needs so that they can do their 
job and do it well.”

Raptor is a brand that has been built from the ground 
up around this ethos.

How do we know what your needs are? We know, 
because we have worked on the same sites, squeezed 
ourselves into the same dark tiny spaces, scraped our 
knuckles on the same walls and cracked our heads 
on the same pipes. We have encountered the same 
challenges day in, day out and overcame them just 
like you have. We’ve been there, done that and got the 
T-Shirt. We are you.

But most importantly; We know what makes a good tool 
and what makes a bad one.

It’s for that reason that we make sure that whatever the 
tool, be that a Pipe Cutter or a Wire Brush, a Hammer or 
a Screwdriver, a Holesaw or a Cutting Disc or any other 
Raptor Tool, Light or Accessory; it’s been designed, 
engineered and tested for the sole purpose of making 
your life on site easier. Not harder.

Trade prices, excluding VAT2
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Pipe 
slices 
and 
cuttersRIP UP  

THE RULE 
BOOK
When the going gets rough,  
release the Raptor.

Nothing beats a Raptor hand tool.  
They’re made to be uncompromising,  
to tear through the toughest jobs and 
to be the only one standing when the 
dust settles. A perfect marriage of form, 
function and ferocity, Raptor tools 
aren’t waiting to be used, 
they’re waiting to be unleashed. 



PIPE SLICES AND CUTTERS

Pipe  
slices  
and 
cutters
Pipe Slices and Cutters are to Heating and Plumbing 
Engineers what knives are to a Michelin Starred Chef; vital. 

At Raptor we have cut more lengths of pipe than there have 
been reruns of Top Gear on Dave over the years. The result? 
We know what makes a great and more importantly, a bad 
pipe cutter. 

We know that you want a clean, precise and square cut. 
You want to be able to use them single handedly without 
requiring forearms the diameter of a biscuit tin to turn 
them. You want them to work in the same tight and hard to 
reach spaces that you have to squeeze yourself into and 
what’s more you want all of the above, consistently, day in, 
day out.

At Raptor we know this, because we have been there, done 
that and got the preverbal T-Shirt (and obligatory scraped 
knuckles). That’s why our Raptor Pipe Slices and Cutters 
have been designed and engineered from the ground up 
and incorporates features like Titanium coated HSS blades 
that stay sharper for longer, wide rollers to ensure greater 
cutting accuracy and high grip Zinc Alloy bodies that mean 
your hands wont slip when wet.

Why do we do all this? To give you a professional range of 
Pipe Slices and Cutters that’s as dependable as your day on 
site demands.

Features

Features

• Twist and cut action gives accurate clean 
cuts on copper, brass and aluminium

• Narrow body design allows for greater 
clearance to other objects, enabling the 
cutter to be used in confined spaces

• Wide rollers improve cutting accuracy
• Heavy duty zinc alloy body with high 

grip coating reduces the chances of it 
slipping if your hands are wet

• Includes Titanium coated HSS 
blade which offers superior cutting 
performance and lifespan

• Replacement blades available

• Suitable for cutting 
copper and plastic pipe

• Heavy duty zinc alloy 
body construction

• Includes Titanium 
coated HSS blade which 
offers superior cutting 
performance and lifespan

• Integrated Pipe Deburrer 
on 3-30mm and 16-54mm 
models

• Replacement blades 
available

PIPE SLICES

PIPE CUTTERS

Code Description Price £
R45533 Automatic pipe slice - 15mm 9.99 
R45534 Automatic pipe slice - 22mm 12.99 
R45535 Automatic pipe slice - 28mm 15.99 

Code Description Price £
R45536 Compact pipe cutter - 3-16mm 9.99 
R45537 High leverage pipe cutter - 3-30mm 14.99 
R45538 High leverage pipe cutter - 16-54mm 22.99 
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PIPE SLICES AND CUTTERS

Features

Features

• HSS Cutting Blades offers high 
quality cutting performance

• Titanium Coated HSS Cutting Blades offers 
superior cutting performance and lifespan

• Universal Blade fitment - suitable for use 
with most branded pipe cutters

• Pack of 2

• Heavy duty die cast steel 
construction

• Suitable for cutting plastic pipe 
and vinyl and rubber tubing

• Ratchet system allows for one 
handed operation

• Large pipe seat area is designed 
to support the pipe and help 
maintain a square cut

• Angled blade helps pierce and cut 
the pipe rather than crushing it

REPLACEMENT PIPE CUTTER WHEELS

PIPE SHEARS

Code Description Price £
R45539 Steel 16.2mm (pack of 2) 2.99 
R45540 Titanium - 16.2mm (pack of 2) 4.99 
R45541 Titanium - 18.6mm (pack of 2) 4.99 
R45542 Titanium - 20.5mm (pack of 2) 4.99 

Code Description Price £
R45543 Plastic pipe shears 0-42mm 14.99 
R45544 Plastic pipe shears 0-63mm 29.99 

Pipe 
Benders

Trade prices, excluding VAT8 



PIPE BENDERS

Pipe 
Benders
We love the smell of a fresh pipe bend in the morning! 

Or at least we would if it actually smelt – we imagine it 
to be a mix of bacon and new car... There is something 
just so satisfying about a perfectly formed pipe bend, 
especially a run of several, intertwining lengths of 
copper spaghetti that just makes the engineer in us 
feel all warm and fuzzy.

At Raptor we know that a good pipe bend is one that 
is smooth and accurate with no ripples or creases – 
all things that are only possible with a quality pipe 
bender, something that we have very much kept 
in mind when developing our Raptor manual pipe 
benders.

Designed to deal with the stresses of daily use on the 
jobsite whilst offering a truly professional finish; our 
Raptor pipe bender range are sure to be your default 
tool of choice (and creator of many warm and fuzzy 
feelings) for years to come.

Features

Features

• Heavy Duty tubular 
steel construction

• Portable, robust and 
simple to use

• Produces bends up 
to 90°

• Suitable for bending 
15 & 22mm copper pipe 
(formers included)

• Replacement aluminium 
alloy formers available 
(R45546 and R45547)

• Precise and compact bender 
with integral formers; 
meaning no small parts 
to lose on site

• Produces bends up to 90°
• Handy reference marks for 

quick indication of 45° and 
90° bends

• Suitable for bending 6,8 & 
10mm soft copper pipe

HEAVY DUTY PIPE BENDER

MINI PIPE BENDER

Code Description Price £
R45545 Heavy duty pipe bender - 15 & 22mm 44.99 
R45546 Replacement former - 15mm 7.99 
R45547 Replacement former - 22mm 9.99 

Code Description Price £
R45548 Mini pipe bender - 6, 8 & 10mm 12.49 
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Pipe 
FinishingTHE  

CLAWS  
ARE  
OUT
When it’s as tough as nails, you can rely on Raptor.

Whether it needs a delicate tap, or warrants an 
enthusiastic pound, ‘it’ will tap out and submit 
to your will, when you pull out a Raptor hammer. 
Perfectly formed, balanced and independently 
tested to DIN standards, so you can count on them. 
Every. Single. Time. 



PIPE FINISHING

Pipe 
Finishing
You’re the ultimate professional, someone that lets 
their work do the talking, a perfectionist engineer 
that doesn’t do shortcuts. 

You are the type of professional that we simply can’t 
get enough of at Raptor; someone after our very own 
hearts. It’s because of you (and the fact that we could 
be classed as obsessive in the pursuit of perfection) 
that we developed a range of Pipe Finishing products.

Spotted a burr on a bit of copper? Want to clean up a 
fitting prior to brazing? Want to file your nails before a 
night out? Whatever it is; we have the perfectionist in 
you covered.

Features

Features

• Internal and external pipe 
deburrer that produces a 
clean, professional finish on 
newly cut pipes

• Suitable for use on both 
plastic and copper pipes

• Deburrs up to 42mm pipe

• Handy 4-in-1 fitting brush 
enables the perfect 
preparation of pipes and 
fittings before soldering 
or brazing

• Suitable for use on copper, 
aluminium, stainless steel 
and steel pipe and fittings

• Fits both 15 and 22mm 
pipework and fittings

DEBURRERS

PIPE FITTING BRUSH

Code Description Price £
R45501 Internal & external pipe deburrer 5.99 

Code Description Price £
R45502 4-In-1 pipe fitting brush 5.99 
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PIPE FINISHING PIPE FINISHING

Features
• Incorporates 3 rows of high 

carbon steel brushes to make 
light work of removing rust and 
dirt from metal components

• Integrated hardened steel 
scraper; perfect for removing 
loose, flaking paintwork prior 
to maintenance

• Ergonomic soft grip handle for 
added comfort and control

• Length: 345mm

WIRE BRUSH

Code Description Price £
R45505 Wire brush - 3 row 3.29 

Features
• Small head design - 

specifically developed 
for use in smaller, tighter 
spaces

• Stainless steel brush 
is ideal for finishing 
different types of metals, 
perfect for removing rust, 
scratches, dirt and small 
imperfections

• Brass brush is perfect 
for the cleaning and 
preparation of copper pipe 
and fittings prior to brazing, 
also suitable for use on 
brass, bronze and gold

• Twin pack

UTILITY BRUSH SET

Code Description Price £
R45506 Utility brush set (Twin pack) 1.99 

Features

Features

• Double sided files offer a 
longer working life whilst 
being perfect for the fine 
finishing and alteration of 
copper, steel, hard metals 
and plastics

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved comfort, 
grip and control

• 8 inches in length
• Contents: flat, round and 

half round files

• Perfect for precise, delicate 
filing; particularly of pipes, 
fittings and brackets

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved comfort, 
grip and control

• 9cm blade length
• Contents: flat, triangle, round, 

half round, point, square 
diamond needle files

FILE SET

NEEDLE FILE SET

Code Description Price £
R45504 Needle files - 6 piece set 5.79 

Code Description Price £
R45503 8” files - 3 piece set 10.99 
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Wrenches, 
Spanners 
and 
SocketsJAW 

DROPPING
POWER
Get things under control, quicker than you can 
say ‘lockdown’ with the Raptor quick clamp. 

Pipes might start shaking when they see it, but 
with its incorporated pipe grooves, they’re not 
budging once its gripping pads bite down on 
them with upto 120kg of pressure. Ouch.



WRENCHES, SPANNERS AND SOCKETS

Wrenches, 
Spanners 
and 
Sockets
Probably one of the first tools on any discerning engineers 
list; wrenches, sockets and spanners are THE go to weapon of 
choice in so many applications that you’re likely to encounter 
day in, day out on the jobsite that it’s hard not to get that little 
bit personal about what you use.

For us at Raptor; an adjustable wrench needs to be precise; 
with machined jaws and an ultra-fine adjustment head. But 
that’s not all, they also need to be stupidly strong and a 
comfortable handle.

When it comes to Water pump pliers, it’s all about the 
speed of adjustability and that solid, vice like grip.

So that’s what we developed; wrenches sockets and 
spanners that meet our specific needs, not those 
of a weekend DIY’er but instead installers and 
engineers who use these more often than 
an socialite uses a mobile phone.

Whether you are removing a bottle 
trap, tightening a showers 
back-nut, releasing a seized 
pipe from its fitting or 
simply locking down a 
compression fitting; 
the Raptor range 
has you covered.

Code Description Price £
R45518 Pipe wrench - 14” 12.49 

Features

Features

• Ideal for use on pipe and 
fittings with a rounded 
surface or to remove old, 
seized pipework

• Heavy duty drop forged 
steel jaws with angled 
teeth grip into the pipe 
when pressure is applied

• Cast iron handle
• Suitable for up to 

48mm diameter pipe

• Durable chrome-vanadium 
steel construction

• Fine adjustment thumb turn 
enables accurate adjustment 
of the jaws width

• Slim-jaw head design; ideal 
for when used in confined 
spaces

• Laser-etched metric and 
Imperial scale on head 
allows for quick adjustment 
to correct size

• Phosphated and precision-
hardened finish

PIPE WRENCH

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

Code Description Price £
R45519 Adjustable wrench - 6” - 25mm jaw width 8.99 
R45520 Adjustable wrench - 8” - 28mm jaw width 10.99 
R45521 Adjustable wrench - 10” - 33mm jaw width 14.99 
R45522 Adjustable wrench - 12” - 38mm jaw width 19.99 
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WRENCHES, SPANNERS AND SOCKETSWRENCHES, SPANNERS AND SOCKETS

Features

Features

Features

Features

• Compact design; perfect for use in 
awkward, confined spaces such as 
under a sink

• Superwide jaw design, ideal for 
torquing up or loosening plastic 
nuts on waste systems

• Lightweight alloy construction 
with excellent corrosion resistance

• Max jaw width: 68mm 

• Convenient pocket sized set 
containing the most commonly 
used sizes of sockets and driver 
bits

• Mini ratchet handle, perfect for 
use in tight, confined spaces

• Colour coded ultra high spec S2 
sandblasted steel 1/4” driver bits

• Durable chrome-vanadium forged 
steel sockets

• Hard plastic storage case
• Contents: 10pc S2 25mm driver 

bits: PZ1, PZ2, PZ3, PH1, PH2, PH3, 
T10, T15, T20, T25. sockets: CR-V 4, 
4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 13mm, 
1pc 1/4 bit holder, 1pc 100mm 
socket holder, 1pc ratchet handle

• A practical set of Box 
Spanners in the 10 most 
common sizes encountered 
by installers and engineers

• Constructed from rust 
resistant durable nickel 
plated steel

• Contents: 8x9, 10x11, 12x13, 
14x15, 16x17mm and handle

• Durable chrome-vanadium 
forged steel construction

• Quick release slide button 
provides rapid Jaw width 
adjustment

• Multi-groove ratcheting 
system allows for micro 
adjustment of jaw width

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved comfort, 
grip and control

• Corrosion resistant coating

SUPERWIDE ADJUSTABLE WRENCH

SOCKET SET

BOX SPANNER SET 

WATERPUMP PLIERS

Code Description Price £
R45523 Superwide adjustable wrench - 16-68mm jaw width 14.99 

Code Description Price £
R45524 Waterpump pliers - 8” - 55mm jaw width 10.99 
R45525 Waterpump pliers - 10” - 75mm jaw width 12.99 

Code Description Price £
R45530 Box spanner set - 5pc 9.99 

Code Description Price £
R25670 Mini drive set - 25 pieces 14.99

!   
Low Torque Design - Not to be used 
for Heavy Duty work or to be impacted 
by a striking tool such as a hammer
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Brazing 
Accessories

WRENCHES, SPANNERS AND SOCKETS

Trade prices, excluding VAT24 

Features
• Chrome plated for improved 

corrosion resistance
• Self-Locating spring loaded 

hook allows the wrench to 
act like a ratchet; allowing 
for smaller turns, perfect for 
when access is restricted

• Integrated T-bar allows for 
greater leverage

• Fits 3/8” (9mm) to 1-1/4” 
(32mm) backnuts

• Extends from 270-450mm

TELESCOPIC BASIN WRENCH

Code Description Price £
R45532 Telescopic basin wrench - 270-450mm 11.49 



BRAZING ACCESSORIES

Brazing 
Accessories
Brazing and Soldering; the use of fire to heat and melt 
metal in order to form a join – let’s be honest; could 
anything sound more poetic or be more fun to do? 

If you’re a Heating Engineer you’re likely to be a master of 
precision metalworking; brazing fittings and pipes together 
to form intricate pieces of what we at Raptor feel should be 
classified as functional art.

That’s why we developed our Raptor Brazing accessories; 
a high quality, no frills and functional range of accessories 
that enable you and your trusty brazing torch to create 
metal miracles.

Features

Features

• Pipe cut out allows for mat 
to be wrapped around pipe, 
reducing risk of damage to 
surrounding area

• Asbestos free material
• Max temp: 5500C
• Contents: 

1 x 150mm x 150mm mat 
and 1 x 300m x 300mm mat 

• Specially shaped to aid 
application of flux to joints 
prior to brazing

• Pack of 5

SOLDERING MAT

FLUX BRUSHES

Code Description Price £
R45549 Soldering mat set - 2-piece set 14.99 

Code Description Price £
R45531 Flux brushes (pack of 5) 2.49 
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Plungers 
and 
Unblockers

Our SAW 
BLADES 
ARE HERE.

BEWARE!

We don’t make ‘normal’ saw blades  
at Raptor.

We make tungsten carbide-tipped, 
perfectly tensioned, razor-sharp,  
‘like a hot knife through butter,  
day-in-day-out’ saw blades.  
Why cut it, when you can Raptor it.



PLUNGERS AND UNBLOCKERS

Plungers 
and 
Unblockers
We’ll admit, unblocking a sink or shower is rather low on 
our list of enjoyable jobs we have faced on site, Honestly? 
Hands down we’d rather make a round of tea for everyone.

So, when it comes to it, we at Raptor know how important it 
is to have a tool arsenal that allows us to do the job quickly, 
efficiently, preferably as cleanly as possible and most 
importantly of all; once. 

Our Raptor range of plungers and unblockers allow you to 
do just that, no messing, just effective, quality solutions to 
a variety of drainage problems.

Code Description Price £
R45551 Concertina plunger 9.99 

Code Description Price £
R45552 Rubber plunger 2.69 

Features

Features

• High suction and pressure output 
results in the quick removal of blockages 
without the use of harmful chemicals

• Easy to clean plastic construction
• Plunger diameter: 123mm
• Length: 450mm

• Safely unblocks sink, bath and shower 
wastes without the use of chemicals

• Easy to clean plastic and rubber 
construction

• Plunger diameter: 108mm
• Length: 470mm

CONCERTINA PLUNGER

RUBBER PLUNGER
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PLUNGERS AND UNBLOCKERS

Features
• Incorporates a flexible metal 

rod that corkscrews through 
pipes clearing blockages

• Flexible rod design enables 
it to reach around corners 
and locate blockages

• Compact, self containing 
design

• 7.6m length rod

ROD UNBLOCKER

Code Description Price £
R45554 Rod drain unblocker 18.99 

Miscellaneous 
plumbing 
tools

Features
• Suitable for clearing blockages in sinks, 

baths and shower trays quickly & easily 
without mess or the use of harmful 
chemicals

• Larger cylinder capacity than DIY versions 
results in a higher pressure output and a 
more effective plunging action

• Plunger diameter: 180mm

PUMP ACTION UNBLOCKER

Code Description Price £
R45553 Pump action unblocker 9.99 
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MISCELLANEOUS PLUMBING TOOLS

Miscellaneous 
plumbing  
tools
There are some combinations that just work well together; 
Fish & Chips, Ant & Dec, Simon & Garfunkel… the list goes on. 

However, sometimes, try as you might you just can’t seem 
to make things fit together and that’s the very case here; 
exceptional Plumbing Tools that no Installer should be 
without, all created with true professional users in mind that 
we simply can’t combine them with any other section.

So if there is a plumbing tool you can’t find… Well it may be in 
here…

Features

Features

• Heavy duty carbon steel 
construction

• 3-Bar plunger system allows 
for greater pressure as well 
as improved control and 
consistency of dispensing

• Quick release switch for 
easy loading and ejection 
of cartridges

• Suitable for 300-310ml 
cartridges

• Max pressure 2400N

• Carbon steel construction
• Quick release switch for 

easy loading and ejection 
of cartridges

• Suitable for 300-310ml 
cartridges

HEAVY DUTY SEALANT APPLICATOR GUN

STANDARD DUTY SEALANT APPLICATOR GUN

Code Description Price £
R45584 Heavy duty sealant gun 8.19 

Code Description Price £
R45585 Standard duty sealant gun 3.59 
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Tapes  
and 
Measures

Features
• Incorporates an LED light 

which helps improve visibility 
in hard to access locations

• Oversized 55mm diameter 
inspection mirror allows for 
greater viewing angles

• 245-930mm stainless steel 
telescopic arm

• Battery: 2x CR2016 (included)

INSPECTION MIRROR

Code Description Price £
R45556 LED light inspection mirror 9.99 

MISCELLANEOUS PLUMBING TOOLS

Trade prices, excluding VAT36 



TAPES AND MEASURES

Tapes and 
Measures

Tapes & Measuring equipment; where 
would we be without them? 

Trying to measure distances using heel 
to toe foot step lengths or palm widths 
probably. Often overlooked (until you 
misplace them) the humble tape measure or 
ruler is a stable of anyone’s tool arsenal.

However, not all measures are created 
equally… Our Raptor range of Tapes & 
Measures has been designed, engineered 
and manufactured to stand up to the rigours 
of daily life on the job site, not just the 
odd weekend measuring furniture in Ikea; 
all whilst providing you with exceptional 
functionality and accuracy.

However, as a word of warning you may like 
and depend upon them so much you’ll think 
twice before you lend them out and never 
see them again…

Features

Features

• Incorporates both metric and 
imperial scales

• Class II accuracy blade
• Nylon Coated Blade for added 

resistance to the elements
• Magnetic hook end - makes 

measuring from metal surfaces 
much easier, especially useful 
when measuring greater lengths

• Zero end point hook floats in 
order to provide an accurate 
measurement whether you butt 
up to or hook over an object

• Bi-material case provides 
exceptional grip and comfort

• Metric scale
• Class II accuracy blade
• Stainless steel construction 

offers exceptional corrosion 
resistance

• Conversion chart on rear - perfect 
for on the job calculations

TAPE MEASURES

RULER

Code Description Price £
R45475 Tape measure - 5m 5.49 
R45476 Tape measure - 10m 10.99 

Code Description Price £
R45477 Stainless steel ruler - 300mm 1.59 
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TAPES AND MEASURESTAPES AND MEASURES

Features
• Quick, easy and accurate point to point 

measuring, perfect for measuring longer 
distances

• Easy to read backlit display
• Switch between top or bottom measurement 

allowing you to measure from or butting up 
to an object

• Continuous measurement function, ideal for 
construction use

• Dual compound soft grip case for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• + / - 3mm accuracy
• Battery: 2 x AAA (included)

LASER MEASURES

Code Description Price £
R25668 Laser measure - 100ft/30m 65.19 

Code Description Price £
R45478 Combination square - 300mm 6.59 

Features
• Incorporates both metric 

and imperial scales
• Integrated spirit level 

and scriber
• Built-In 45° & 90° angles
• Sliding adjustable depth 

gauge
• Rust resistant finish

COMBINATION SQUARES

Features
• Oversized graphite core - perfect 

for marking on rough surfaces as 
well as producing fine lines.

• Elliptical body - prevents pencil 
from rolling away whilst also 
making them easier to grip

• Highly visible ‘Raptor yellow’ finish 
- makes them much easier to spot 
in your tool bag or on site

• Contents: 12 pencils and 
1 sharpener

MARKING

Code Description Price £
R45479 Carpenters pencils & sharpener - 12-piece set 4.99 
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Levelswith
more
bite!

drill
bits

Even the toughest surfaces 
tremble at the sound of our 
drill bits.

Maybe it’s their razor-sharp 
cutting edges, or it could be 
their ruthlessly-efficient 
optimised flutes, either way 
they’re the professionals’ 
dream bit, and every 
surface’s worst nightmare.



LEVELS

Levels
Installed a Pipe Run? Boiler? Bath? Shower? Sink? Drain 
Stack? Guttering? The list is pretty much endless of the 
jobs you face on site. 

However, they all have one thing in common, you, being 
the true professional that you are, will have used a level to 
ensure that whatever it is you have installed is level, true, 
square and plumb.

Our Raptor levels are, in our eyes a thing of beauty. I 
appreciate we may be biased but use them and you are 
certain to come around to our point of view. Taker our 
heavy duty, Plumbers specific box levels for example, not 
only do they incorporate incredibly accurate box vials 
and a magnetic pipe groove to name a few. They also 
incorporate our personal favourite feature; VertiSiteTM 
which allows you to check an object is Plumb from the front 
of the level – perfect when space is tight.

Our Plumbers Torpedo level is also a work of art, again 
featuring VertiSiteTM in a rather lovely billet of Aluminium. 
These aren’t just levels. These are Raptor Levels.

In fact, our Raptor Levels are so well built your other half 
will never believe you when you ask them to buy you a new 
bubble. Shame really…

Features

Features

• Lightweight aluminium box 
construction - perfect to keep 
in your work trousers pocket

• Single easy-view box vial
• Shock resistant end caps
• Accuracy 0.5mm/m

• Includes Verti-SiteTM vial 
for easy vertical viewing

• V-Groove edge, perfect 
for use on round 
surfaces such as pipes

• Incorporated rare earth 
magnets for maximum 
holding power on metal 
surfaces

• Lightweight and solid 
aluminium billet 
construction with 
machined edges for 
accurate readings

• 3 Easy-view vials: 
45°, 90° & 180°

• 0.029° or .0005 inches 
vial accuracy in bottom 
position

POCKET LEVEL

PLUMBERS TORPEDO LEVEL

Code Description Price £
R45480 Pocket level 3.49 

Code Description Price £
R45481 Plumbers torpedo level - 225mm 19.99 
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LEVELS

Features
• Includes Verti-SiteTM vial for 

easy vertical viewing
• V-Groove edge, perfect for 

use on round surfaces such 
as pipes

• Incorporated Neodymium 
magnets for excellent 
holding power on metal 
surfaces

• Lightweight aluminium box 
beam construction with 
machined edges for accurate 
readings

• 3 Easy-view vials: 
45°, 90° & 180°

• Shock resistant end caps
• 0.029° or .0005 inches vial 

accuracy in bottom position

PLUMBERS BOX LEVELS

Code Description Price £
R45482 Plumbers box level - 600mm 24.99 
R45483 Plumbers box level - 900mm 34.99 
R45484 Plumbers box level - 1200mm 42.99 

Clamping
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CLAMPING

Clamping
Admit it, at some point you have been balancing an 
awkward, no doubt heavy object with some body 
part; perhaps your elbow, shoulder, head or maybe 
even your chin as sweat pours off you, your breathing 
laboured and you mutter profanities quietly under 
your breathe as you attempt to fix it in place. 

We know you have, because at Raptor we have as well; 
probably more often than we’d care to admit.

If only there were a solution… well there is, it’s called  
a ‘Clamp’ and to be honest they’ve been around for 
some time…

Our Raptor range of clamps have been designed to 
make your life easier; it’s not the widest range and it 
certainly wouldn’t make a master carpenter swoon. 
But they are engineered around your requirements 
whilst on site. Take our Quick Clamps for example 
which incorporate ‘Pipe Grooves’ into the gripping pad; 
reducing the chance of a pipe slipping whilst clamped, 
something we know is beyond frustrating. 

So the next time you’re struggling to hold something  
in place, trying to squeeze two pipe runs together or  
if you simply want to see how much you can squeeze 
your thumb before it turns blue* remember to reach for 
a Raptor Clamp.

* Raptor does not recommend this type of behaviour. It is stupid. Don’t do it.

Features

Features

• 6’ clamp opening - perfect 
for a vast variety of holding 
tasks you’re likely to 
encounter on site

• Heavy duty cast iron 
construction with 
reinforced shoulders

• Provides a sustained and 
controllable clamping force

• Max loading weight: 70kg

• Can be quickly converted 
from a clamp to spreader 
without the use of tools 
- offering the ultimate in 
flexibility

• One handed operation - 
allows you to hold an object 
in position whilst it is being 
clamped

• Quick-release trigger for 
rapid positioning

• Soft padded jaws include 
vertical and horizontal pipe 
grooves to protect delicate 
pipes whilst also reducing 
the chance of them slipping 
when clamped

• Soft Grip handles for 
improved comfort and grip

• Max clamping pressure: 120kg

G-CLAMPS

QUICK CLAMPS AND SPREADERS

Code Description Price £
R45485 Heavy duty G clamp - 6” 6.59 

Code Description Price £
R45587 Quick clamp - 6” 11.99 
R45588 Quick clamp - 12” 13.49 
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Knives 
and 
BladesJAW 

DROPPING
POWER
Get things under control, quicker than you can 
say ‘lockdown’ with the Raptor quick clamp. 

Pipes might start shaking when they see it, but 
with its incorporated pipe grooves, they’re not 
budging once its gripping pads bite down on 
them with upto 120kg of pressure. Ouch.



KNIVES AND BLADES

Knives 
and 
Blades
As essential tools go it’s hard to beat a trusty, high quality 
knife when on site. 

For us we’d go as far to say that they are right up there with 
Tape Measures, Screwdrivers and Water Pump Pliers. At 
Raptor, we have spent enough time on site to know that it’s 
infuriating when you misplace a good knife, but even worse 
when you have no choice but to use a bad one. 

It’s for that reason we have designed our knives and blades 
to function perfectly and reliably day in day out, just like 
you expect them to because at Raptor we know you have 
enough to deal with on site, let alone a tool that’s not up to 
the job. Our Raptor knives even feature the same Titanium 
coated steel Blade technology as our exceptional Pipe 
Cutters. The result? A blade that stays sharper for longer 
meaning you have to replace it less.

Cutting through plasterboard? Opening a box? Want to look 
like Rambo and need a makeshift bandana? Whatever you 
need a knife for (within reason); make sure you reach for a 
Raptor Knife.

Features

Features

• Retractable locking blade 
design, offers both safety and 
functionality

• Quick change blade mechanism, 
perfect for rapid on site changes

• Integrated string/wire cutter
• Large ergonomic non-slip 

rubber handle
• Convenient storage for 5 blades 

in the handle, making it perfect 
for everyday site use

• Includes 5 x long life Titanium 
coated SK5 blades

• Lock back design - improves 
safety whilst also reducing size; 
perfect for keeping in your work 
trouser pockets

• Quick change blade mechanism - 
perfect for rapid on site changes

• Lightweight anodized aluminium 
handle for improved durability 
and resistance to the elements

• Strong and durable stainless steel 
belt clip

• Includes 10 x long life Titanium 
coated SK5 blades

RETRACTABLE KNIVES

FOLDING KNIVES

Code Description Price £
R45489 Retractable utility knife 9.99 

Code Description Price £
R45486 Folding utility knife 8.99 
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KNIVES AND BLADES

Features

Features

• Long life Titanium coated SK5 
blades, stays shaper for longer 
meaning fewer blade changes

• Universal fitment, suitable for 
use with a majority of branded 
utility knives

• Pack of 10 blades

• Durable SK5 blades, ideal for 
cutting a variety of materials

• Universal fitment, suitable for use 
with a majority of branded utility 
knives

• Clever holder allows single or 5 
blades to be dispensed at a time

TITANIUM COATED REPLACEMENT BLADES

REPLACEMENT BLADES

Code Description Price £
R45487 Knife blades - Titanium coated SK5 (pack of 10) 2.99 

Code Description Price £
R45488 Knife blades - SK5 (pack of 50) 6.99 

Saws 
and 
Blades

Trade prices, excluding VAT54 



SAWS AND BLADES

Saws and 
Blades
Chances are that when most people think of a Saw it 
invokes images of saw dust riddled woodworking shops 
and felled trees in the middle of a forest. 

Well not us, instead we imagine cutting through 
lengths of guttering, waste pipe and conduit, 
repositioning joists or creating box frames and 
removing old pipework.

We admit, they may not be the first thing that 
comes to mind when you’re building your tool 
arsenal wish list.

However, anyone that works on site knows just 
how invaluable they can be on a daily basis. 
That’s why we developed a range of Saws and 
replacement blades that make sure you’re 
never left wanting on the jobsite.

The range isn’t extravagant and over 
complicated, we’ve said it before; we aren’t 
Master Carpenters, instead we are Plumbers, 
Installers and Engineers, we are you. We 
know what you need to do your job and more 
importantly what you expect; a tool to work 
and work well and with this range we have no 
doubt that’ll be your thoughts also.

Features

Features

• Balanced and durable 
solid metal frame, 
reduces flex to provide 
precision cuts

• Simple blade removal 
and tensioning via 
single screw

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• Includes a 32TPI carbon 
steel blade

• Replacement blades 
available: R45498

• Clever, compact design, 
perfect for cutting objects 
in awkward, confined spaces 
where there isn’t enough 
room for a junior hacksaw

• Robust and lightweight 
aluminium alloy frame

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• Includes a 32TPI bi-material 
steel blade

JUNIOR HACKSAW

MINI HACKSAW

Code Description Price £
R45490 Junior hacksaw - 32TPI - 6” 5.49 

Code Description Price £
R45491 Mini hacksaw - 32TPI - 10” 5.49 
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Features

Features

• Extra strong blade with pointed tip 
is perfect for piercing and cutting 
plasterboard

• Triple ground teeth cut on both 
push and pull strokes for increased 
efficiency

• Dual compound soft grip handle for 
improved comfort, grip and control

• Includes canvas pouch with 
integrated belt hook for safer 
storage and transport

• Durable and accurate saw 
with a reinforced steel 
spine, perfect for both 
cross and rip cutting and 
for use with a mitre box 
for precise cuts

• Double ground teeth
• Able to cut multiple 

materials including wood, 
plastic pipe, plaster 
board, fibre board etc

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• 12TPI polished SK5 steel 
blade

PLASTERBOARD SAWS

TENON SAW

Code Description Price £
R45493 Plasterboard saw - 6” 7.99 

Code Description Price £
R45494 Tenon saw - 12TPI - 12” 9.99 

Features
• Robust and lightweight 

aluminium alloy frame 
offers quick, easy and 
precise cutting

• Simple blade removal and 
tensioning via single screw

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• Includes a 32TPI bi-material 
steel blade

• Replacement blades 
available: R45499 or R45500

HACKSAW

Code Description Price £
R45492 Hacksaw - 18TPI - 12” 13.99 

Features

HACKSAW BLADES

Code Description Price £
R45498 Junior hacksaw blades 32TPI (pack of 10) 2.99 
R45499 Hacksaw blades 32TPI - 12” (pack of 2) 4.49 
R45500 Hacksaw blades 18TPI - 12” (pack of 2) 4.49 

• Replacement junior hacksaw 
blades are made from 
hardened and tempered 
carbon steel - perfect for fast, 
precision cuts in a variety of 
materials including metal, 
plastic and wood

• Replacement hacksaw blades 
are shatterproof and near 
indestructible bi-metal blades 
with precision teeth; perfect 
for sawing a vast array of 
metals. Provides both supreme 
cutting performance and wear 
resistance with a high degree 
of flexibility

• Universal fitment - suitable for 
use with a majority of branded 
junior and 12” hacksaws
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SAWS AND BLADES
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Code Description Price £
R45495 Toolbox saw - 9TPI - 14” 6.99 
R45496 Panel saw - 9TPI - 20” 8.99 

Features
• Heavy duty saw that 

offers high precision and 
rapid cutting through 
a variety of materials, 
perfect for when speed is 
of the essence

• Triple ground teeth cuts 
on both push and pull 
strokes for increased 
efficiency

• Able to cut multiple 
materials including wood, 
plastic pipe, plaster 
board, fibre board etc

• 450 and 900 cutting angle 
guides and mid-point 
measurement scale on 
the blade are perfect for 
‘on the fly’ calculations 
on site

• Dual compound soft grip 
handle for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• 9TPI SK5 steel blade

HANDSAWS

Features
• Heavy duty construction
• Countersink slots enable it to 

be mounted to a work bench for 
improved stability whilst cutting

• Incorporated 45° and 90° 
cutting angle guides

MITRE BOXES

Code Description Price £
R45497 Mitre box 4.19 



HAMMERS

Hammers
Hammers and Mallets, or as we at Raptor often refer to 
them; “Persuasion Sticks”. 

At Raptor we know that no matter how precise an Engineer 
or Installer you are; there will always be a need to either 
delicately tap or enthusiastically pound something whilst 
on the jobsite; and when those needs arrive only a trusty 
hammer will do. 

Now, at Raptor we aren’t carpenters, we don’t need a 
Titanium and leather shod sculpted piece of art that’d 
you’d be scared to even use. Instead, we want something 
that when you rescue it from the bottom of your tool bag, 
you know it’s going to perform. Every. Single. Time.

That’s why our Raptor Club and Claw hammers have been 
independently tested to DIN standards to ensure a safe, 
reliable and quality hammer that will stand up to even the 
toughest of tests.

So, whether you’re using a hammer to drive a nail, tweak a 
boilers position, demolish a stud wall, convince a part to fit 
or even to re-enact your favourite scene from Thor; you can 
be confident that our Raptor range will have you covered.

Features

Features

• 16oz one-piece carbon steel 
construction - perfect for a vast 
array of hammering tasks on site

• Precision balanced head for 
reduced fatigue and improved 
control

• Claw head for nail extraction and 
demolition

• Dual compound soft grip handle for 
improved comfort, grip and control

• Compliant with DIN1193 standard

• 2.2lb club hammer ideal for 
delivering close, heavy blows 
and the breaking up of materials 
commonly found on the job 
including concrete and brickwork

• Precision ground striking faces to 
withstand repeated heavy impacts

• Bi-material fibreglass handle
• Dual compound soft grip handle for 

improved comfort, grip and control
• Compliant with DIN1193 and 

DIN6475 standards

CLAW HAMMERS

CLUB HAMMERS

Code Description Price £
R45507 1-Piece claw hammer - 16oz 12.49 

Code Description Price £
R45508 Fibreglass club hammer - 2.2Lb 8.49 
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HAMMERS

Features
• 16oz solid white rubber head, 

perfect for use on more 
delicate objects where Steel 
simply isn’t suitable

• Non-marking head
• Comfortable ash handle

MALLETS

Code Description Price £
R45509 Interior mallet - 16oz 5.49 

Chisels, 
Bolsters 
and bars

Trade prices, excluding VAT64 



CHISELS, BOLSTERS AND BARS

Chisels, 
Bolsters 
and bars
On site demolition is something that all Installers and 
Engineers routinely face. 

For us at Raptor, we personally look forward to it, we treat 
it as our version of therapy, a way to unwind and release 
some pent up aggression.

However, therapy can quickly transform to hell if you don’t 
have the right tool for the job.

Our Raptor range of Chisels, Bars and Bolsters have been 
engineered to ensure that your therapy session remains 
that happy, refreshing affair that it should be.

So whether you’re using our sandblasted tipped Bolsters 
to remove a brick for a vent, Our Utility Bars to lift floor 
boards or even our Through Tang Wood Chisels to make 
space for a pipe run; at Raptor we have you covered.

Features

Features

• Ideal for the cutting, chipping and 
shaping of harder materials such 
as brickwork, stone and concrete

• Sandblasted tip stays sharper for 
longer

• Heat treated and hardened steel 
construction

• Powder coated hexagonal shaft 
for improved durability

• Ideal for the cutting, chipping and 
shaping of harder materials such 
as brickwork, stone and concrete

• Sandblasted tip stays sharper for 
longer

• Heat treated and hardened steel 
construction

• Incorporated guard protects from 
overstrikes whilst also offering 
improved comfort, grip and 
control

• Powder coated hexagonal shaft 
for improved durability

COLD CHISELS

BRICK BOLSTERS

Code Description Price £
R45510 Cold chisel - 1/2” x 9” 3.99 
R45511 Cold chisel - 1” x 12” 6.99 

Code Description Price £
R45512 Brick bolster & guard - 3” x 11” 8.49 
R45513 Brick bolster & guard - 4” x 11” 9.99 
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CHISELS, BOLSTERS AND BARS

Features

Features

• Tough and dependable 
wood chisel set that’s perfect 
for tackling intricate and 
demanding jobs with ease

• Hardened and tempered Cr-V 
blade ensures superior edge 
retention; remaining sharper 
for longer

• One piece thru-tang design 
with large metal strike plate 
offers the ultimate in control 
and performance

• See-thru acetate handle and 
lacquered blades provide 
increased corrosion resistance 
and superior durability

• Contents: 13, 19 and 25mm

• Utility bar: ideal for use in tighter 
areas and suitable for light duty 
prying and the lifting of nails

• Wrecking bar: perfect for 
heavy duty demolition needs; 
its shaped heading giving it 
increased leverage

• Heavy duty forged steel 
construction

• Sandblasted tip stays sharper 
for longer

WOOD CHISELS

DEMOLITION AND PRYING BARS

Code Description Price £
R45514 Thru-Tang wood chisels - 3 piece set 19.99 

Code Description Price £
R45515 Wrecking bar set - 13” & 24” 17.99 
R45516 Wrecking bar - 36” 13.49 
R45517 Utility bar - 21” 6.99 

Hex 
and 
Torx 
keys
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HEX AND TORX KEYS

Hex and 
Torx keys
Remember when a Slotted and Philips head screwdriver 
would cover 99% of your needs on site? We do. Fondly.

These days the plethora of screw head types is simply 
staggering, from Tri-Wing to Fluted, Mor-Torq to Clutch – 
frankly it can be confusing. However, there are a couple of 
standards that we simply don’t leave home without; Hex 
and Torx.

These little beauties have become commonplace in the 
Heating and Plumbing world and a high-quality set of keys 
is paramount to not strip the heads of bolts (and to avoid 
the obligatory profanities when you do). That’s why we 
developed our exceptional Raptor hardened and tempered 
Cr-V Steel Hex and Torx key set which includes all of the 
common sizes you’re likely to need on site.

What’s more, our Hex Keys also feature ball ends; making 
them perfect for those hard to reach places. We even 
colour coded them just to make your life that little bit 
easier. You can also use them on your flat packed furniture 
too - well, there has to be an upside to building furniture, 
right?

Features
• Hardened and tempered Cr-V 

construction
• Ball end on long arm Hex 

allows for 30° access - perfect 
for reaching hard to access bolt 
heads

• Colour coded design - makes it 
easier to select the right tool 
first time

• Includes a sturdy storage case 
to keep the keys organised

• Contents: Hex: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 8, 10mm Torx: T10, T15, T20, 
T25, T27, T30, T40, T45, T50

HEX AND TORX KEY SETS

Code Description Price £
R45555 Hex & Torx keys - 18 piece set 19.99 
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Pliers 
and 
cuttersTHE  

CLAWS  
ARE  
OUT
When it’s as tough as nails, you can rely on Raptor.

Whether it needs a delicate tap, or warrants an 
enthusiastic pound, ‘it’ will tap out and submit 
to your will, when you pull out a Raptor hammer. 
Perfectly formed, balanced and independently 
tested to DIN standards, so you can count on them. 
Every. Single. Time. 



PLIERS AND CUTTERS

Pliers  
and 
cutters
Pliers and Cutters are one of the earliest known tools, 
having been used for thousands of years in forges. 
That’s all very interesting but frankly we don’t really 
care. 

What we care about are the ones we use on site today 
- although we can appreciate that even then, people 
understood the mechanical advantage a pair of pliers 
can provide. There are now thousands of combinations 
of pliers available on the market for you to choose from 
and it can be all a little bit confusing.

Want to know what we think? The original modern 
combinations are still the best, just like the original 
Star Wars films. Combination pliers, Long Nose Pliers, 
Diagonal Cutters, Locking Pliers, Tin Snips… All have 
been refined and honed over the years to provide you 
with true performance and functionality – and the 
same can absolutely be said of our Raptor range; a well 
thought out and developed range that’s more than up to 
the daily barrage of use by professionals, not just  
the odd weekend in the shed.

Features

Features

• Durable chrome-vanadium 
steel construction

• Precision head design with 
machined jaws for maximum 
gripping strength

• Induction hardened blade 
edges for exceptional cutting 
performance

• White nickel finish for 
improved corrosion resistance

• Dual compound soft grip 
handles for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• Incredibly versatile and 
compact 15-in-1 multi-tool

• Stainless steel finish 
for improved corrosion 
resistance

• Lightweight anodized 
aluminium handle for 
improved durability and 
resistance to the elements

• 15 functions: Long nose 
pliers, standard pliers, 
wire cutter, wire stripper, 
fine edge blade, saw, can 
opener, small slotted 
screwdriver, medium 
slotted screwdriver, Phillips 
screwdriver, bottle opener, 
large slotted screwdriver, 
serrated blade, file 

PLIERS – NON VDE

MULTITOOL PLIERS

Code Description Price £
R45557 Combination pliers - 8” 7.99 
R45558 Long nose pliers - 8” 7.99 
R45559 Diagonal cutting pliers - 7” 7.99 

Code Description Price £
R45586 Multitool pliers - 15-In-1 13.99 
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Features Features

Features
Features

• Quick change head design 
allows pliers to be used on 
both internal and external 
circlips

• Effectively 8 circlip pliers 
in 1

• Carbon steel construction
• Contents: 

1.2mm tipped jaw straight, 
1.5mm tipped jaw straight, 
1.5mm tipped jaw - 450 
1.5mm tipped jaw - 900

• Cuts metal sheets up to 
1.2mm thick and stainless 
steel up to 0.7mm thick

• Durable chrome-vanadium 
steel construction

• Spring loaded for faster, 
easier cutting

• Hardened and serrated 
cutting edge for a clean, 
controlled cut

• Soft grip handles for 
improved comfort, grip 
and control

• Cr-Mo steel blades 
with hardened jaws for 
incredible cutting power, 
perfect for cutting 
wire, chains, bolts and 
threaded bar

• Tubular steel shafts for 
improved leverage and 
power transfer

• Suitable for cutting up to 
10mm steel

• Dual compound soft grip 
handles for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• Locking curved jaw design 
is perfect for use with pipes, 
fittings, nuts and bolts

• Durable chrome-vanadium 
steel construction

• Chrome plated finish 
for superior corrosion 
resistance

• Max jaw width: 50mm

CIRCLIP PLIERS TIN SNIPS

BOLT CUTTERS
LOCKING PLIERS

Code Description Price £
R45560 Circlip pliers - 4-In-1 4.49 

Code Description Price £
R45561 Locking Pliers - 10” 9.99 

Code Description Price £
R45562 Tin snips - straight cut - 10” 7.99 

Code Description Price £
R45563 Bolt cutters - 24” 24.99 
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Screwdrivers 
and sets

QUALITY 
TOOLS 
DESIGNED 
for the 
toughest 
jobs. 

UNLEASHED.

Even the most experienced professional 
doesn’t know what the working day will bring.

Which is why we design and build all our 
products to perform in the most demanding 
environments, to the highest standards.  
Day in, day out, professionals rely on our kit to 
get the job done, quickly, efficiently and safely. 
They don’t worry about what the job will bring, 
they just want it to ‘bring it on!’



SCREWDRIVERS AND SETS

Screwdrivers 
and sets
When we started developing our range of screwdrivers we 
did so with a spring in our step and a faint hint of arrogance. 
After all, we use them day in day out, we’ve used bad 
screwdrivers and we’ve used some exceptional ones over 
the years so we know what everyone wants, we may even 
have said ‘How hard can it be?’. The answer: Very. 

At Raptor we understand screwdrivers are ultimately a 
personal choice, something evident during the development 
of our Raptor range that resulted in a more heated 
discussion than the great ‘Jam or Cream first on a Scone’ 
dispute of 2016.

However, where there is a will there is a way and after 
months of deliberation, development and tweaks (not to 
mention copious amounts of tea) we feel we have a range 
that’s earnt its place on the job site.

Don’t believe us? Well take a look at the torque boosting 
Trilobular grip for example; a grip that fits comfortably and 
securely in both dainty or shovel sized palms. Or the S2 
Blades with Magnetic Tips, even the Hex Bolsters that we 
put on specific sizes. All developed to give provide a range 
of true trade quality Screwdrivers that’s perfect for every 
Installer and Engineer.

Features
• Ultra high spec S2 steel blade 

with corrosion resistant coating
• Ergonomic trilobular handle 

design provides exceptional 
comfort and torque transfer

• Dual compound soft grip 
handles for improved comfort, 
grip and control

• Magnetic tips helps reduce 
dropping of screws

• Hex bolsters allows the 
screwdriver to be used in 
conjunction with a spanner for 
increased torque and leverage 
(certain sizes only)

• Easy ID grips help identify 
screwdriver head standard

* Denotes sizes that includes hex bolster.

SCREWDRIVERS

Code Description Price £
R45564 PH2 x 40mm 2.99 
R45565 PH1 x 100mm 3.99 
R45566 PH2 x 125mm* 4.49 
R45567 PH2 x 200mm* 5.49 
R45568 PH3 x 150mm* 4.99 
R45569 PZ2 x 40mm 2.99 
R45570 PZ1 x 100mm 3.99 
R45571 PZ2 x 125mm* 4.49 
R45572 PZ2 x 200mm* 5.49 
R45573 PZ3 x 150mm* 4.99 
R45574 SL6.5 x 40mm 2.99 
R45575 SL4 x 100mm 3.99 
R45576 SL5.5 x 125mm 4.49 
R45577 SL8 x 200mm* 5.49 
R45581 Bit screwdriver - 150mm 3.39 
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SCREWDRIVERS AND SETS SCREWDRIVERS AND SETS

Features Features

Features

Features

• 10 Piece set of the most popular 
sizes complete with hard wearing 
Raptor canvas case

• Ultra high spec S2 steel blade with 
corrosion resistant coating

• Ergonomic trilobular handle design 
provides exceptional comfort and 
torque transfer

• Magnetic tips helps reduce dropping 
of screws

• Hex bolsters allows the screwdriver 
to be used in conjunction with a 
spanner for increased torque and 
leverage (certain sizes only)

• Easy ID grips help identify screwdriver 
head standard

• Contents: SL6.5x40mm, SL4.0x100mm, 
SL5.5x125mm, SL8x200mm, 
PH0x75mm, PH1x100mm, PH2x200, 
PZ0x75mm, PZ1x100mm, PZ2x200mm

• CR-V Steel blade with 
corrosion resistant coating

• Ergonomic trilobular 
handle design provides 
exceptional comfort and 
torque transfer

• Dual compound soft grip 
handles for improved 
comfort, grip and control

• Magnetic tips helps reduce 
dropping of screws

• Easy ID grips help identify 
screwdriver head standard

• Contents: SL4, SL5, PZ1, 
PZ2 x 450mm

• VDE certified screwdriver set, 
insulated up to 1000V

• GS safety marked
• Durable chrome-vanadium 

steel blades
• Long, fine insulated neck for 

excellent fingertip control 
whilst still providing access 
to recessed screw heads such 
as those found in electrical 
connections

• Anti-Slip magnetic tips helps 
reduce dropping of screws 
whilst also reducing cam outs 
and stripping of screw heads

• Contents SL3.5 x 100mm, SL4 x 
100mm, SL5.5 x 125mm, PH1 x 
100mm and PH2 x 100mm

• 10 Piece set of the most popular 
precision screwdriver sizes complete 
with hard wearing Raptor canvas case

• CR-V steel blade with corrosion 
resistant coating

• Magnetic tips helps reduce dropping 
of screws

• Rotating handle caps for increased 
control

• Dual compound soft grip handles for 
improved comfort, grip and control

• Contents: SL1.5, SL2, SL2.5, SL3, PH1, 
PH00, PH0, T7, T8, T9 x 50mm

SCREWDRIVER SET LONG REACH SCREWDRIVER SET

VDE SCREWDRIVER SET

PRECISION SCREWDRIVER SET

Code Description Price £
R45578 Screwdrivers - 10-piece set 34.99 

Code Description Price £
R45579 Precision screwdrivers - 10-piece set 9.99 

Code Description Price £
R45580 Long reach screwdrivers - 4-piece set 14.99 

Code Description Price £
R25666 VDE screwdrivers - 5-piece set 14.99
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Miscellaneous 
hand toolsRIP UP  

THE RULE 
BOOK
When the going gets rough,  
release the Raptor.

Nothing beats a Raptor hand tool.  
They’re made to be uncompromising,  
to tear through the toughest jobs and 
to be the only one standing when the 
dust settles. A perfect marriage of form, 
function and ferocity, Raptor tools 
aren’t waiting to be used, 
they’re waiting to be unleashed. 



MISCELLANEOUS HAND TOOLS

Miscellaneous 
hand tools
One definition of Miscellaneous is; ‘a collection, or group 
composed of members or elements of different kinds’. 
That’s exactly what this is, a collection of Handtools that 
don’t quite fit in any other category. 

However, don’t let that fool you into the assumption that this 
is the dumping ground of unloved, undeveloped Handtools.

Absolutely not.

At Raptor we make sure that whatever the tool its fit for 
purpose and is there to make your life on site easier. 
Not harder. Something that rings true even for occasional 
use tools.

Features
• Durable aluminium and steel 

construction
• Powder coated finish for/or 

improved corrosion resistance
• Internal storage for nose pieces 

and spanners
• Suitable for 2.4, 3.2, 4, 4.8mm rivets

RIVET GUNS

Code Description Price £
R45583 Rivet gun 9.49 
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Tool 
storageJAW 

DROPPING
POWER
Get things under control, quicker than you can 
say ‘lockdown’ with the Raptor quick clamp. 

Pipes might start shaking when they see it, but 
with its incorporated pipe grooves, they’re not 
budging once its gripping pads bite down on 
them with upto 120kg of pressure. Ouch.



TOOL STORAGE

Tool 
storage
Bought a load of shiny, new Raptor tools and want to 
keep them safe? 

Maybe you don’t want to spend an hour carrying a bundle 
of tools in your arms on site each morning? Perhaps you’re 
training for the weekend shopping bag run. Whatever it is, 
you’re going to need some serious tool storage to look like 
the professional that you are when you turn up on site.

Don’t worry, at Raptor we have you covered!

Features
• Produced from heavy 

duty 600 denier 
fabric with reinforced 
waterproof hard base 
to offer exceptional 
durability

• Adjustable and 
removable padded 
shoulder straps for 
easier transportation

• Tool bag incorporates 
a comfortable rubber 
handle with 21 storage 
pockets, perfect for 
organising smaller tools

• Tote Bag incorporates 
a strong steel handle 
bar with foam grip and 
26 pockets, perfect for 
organising smaller tools

BAG AND TOTE SET

Code Description Price £
R25673 Bag and Tote - 2-piece set 39.99 
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Lighting
Vision One

Vision Three

Vision Five

Vision Seven

95

95
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96Our SAW 
BLADES 
ARE HERE.

BEWARE!

We don’t make ‘normal’ saw blades  
at Raptor.

We make tungsten carbide-tipped, 
perfectly tensioned, razor-sharp,  
‘like a hot knife through butter,  
day-in-day-out’ saw blades.  
Why cut it, when you can Raptor it.
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LIGHTING

Lighting
We’ve all been there, and I guarantee its far more often 
than any of us like. 

Be that a basement plantroom, in a stuffy loft or a site with 
no power. Wherever it may be we certainly know that you 
wished for the exact same thing as we did countless times; 
that you could turn night into day. Well, at Raptor we set 
about trying to make that a reality.

Our new Vision range of head and hand torches have been 
developed to make your old hand torch seem as effective 
as fireflies in a jam jar. Compact, lightweight, efficient and 
blindingly bright, the entire range is crammed with features 
to make your life on-site much easier.

Features

Features

• Spot light (250 lumens) 
- 122 meters / 3.5 Hrs

• C•O•B work light (8O lumens) 
- 13 meters / 7 Hrs

• C•O•B red light (10 lumens) 
- 4 meters / 8 Hrs

• Red beacon light visible 
more than 1 mile away / 
48 Hrs

• 90° tilting headlamp
• Dual adjustable head straps
• Power/dimmer button
• Water & impact-resistant 

durable housing

• C•O•B LED work light 
high (250 lumens) - 
29 meters / 3 Hrs

• C•O•B LED work light 
low (95 lumens) - 
17 meters / 10 Hrs

• C•O•B LED emergency 
red hazard flasher - 
10 Hrs

• Single button operation 
with 3 powerful light 
modes

• Anodized aircraft-grade 
aluminium body design

• Steel belt/pocket clip
• Magnetic base;Water & 

impact-resistant

VISION ONE

VISION THREE

Code Description Price £
R00169 Vision One head torch 15.99 

Code Description Price £
R00170 Vision Three hand torch 8.99 
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Power Tool 
Accessories
Turbojet HSS Drill Bits

Auger Drill Bits

Flat Wood Bits

Multi-Material Drill Bits

Masonry Drill Bits

SDS Plus Drill Bits

SDS Plus Chisels

Holesaws

DiamondTechTM Holesaws

Diamond Dry Core Drills

TCT Blades

Diamond Cutting Blades
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Reciprocating Saw Blades

Multitool Blades
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103
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LIGHTING

Features

Features

• Spot light (250 lumens) - 
113 meters / 3.5 Hrs

• C•O•B work light (250 lumens) 
- 21 meters / 2.75 Hrs

• C•O•B red light (15 lumens) - 
6 meters / 6.5 Hrs

• Single button operation with 
3 powerful light modes

• 90° Swivel head
• Steel belt/pocket clip
• Magnetic base;Water & 

impact-resistant

• LED flashlight (330 lumens) - 
123 meters / 2 Hrs

• C•O•B work light (250 lumens) 
- 22 meters / 4.25 Hrs

• C•O•B red light (40 lumens) - 
7 meters / 4.75 Hrs

• C•O•B LED emergency red 
hazard flasher - 24 Hrs

• Fully rechargeable
• Anodized aircraft-grade 

aluminium body design
• Magnetic base
• Water & impact-resistant

VISION FIVE

VISION SEVEN

Code Description Price £
R00171 Vision Five hand torch 19.99 

Code Description Price £
R00172 Vision Five hand torch 23.99 

Trade prices, excluding VAT 9796 



Turbojet 
HSS 
DRILL 
BITSwith

more
bite!

drill
bits

Even the toughest surfaces 
tremble at the sound of our 
drill bits.

Maybe it’s their razor-sharp 
cutting edges, or it could be 
their ruthlessly-efficient 
optimised flutes, either way 
they’re the professionals’ 
dream bit, and every 
surface’s worst nightmare.



TURBOJET HSS DRILL BITS

Turbojet 
HSS DRILL 
BITS
The Raptor TurboJet HSS Drill is the product of years 
of development and feedback from professional 
tradesman from all industries. 

Incorporating a unique TurboJet head that features 
7 cutting edges and an easy start tip that eliminates 
walking on even the hardest of metals it’s no wonder 
why so many professionals love this drill bit.

But the technology doesn’t stop there. The fully 
ground, optimised flutes ensure excellent waste 
material removal whilst the Titanium Nitrate (TiN) 
coating provides superior lubrication for an easier, 
more precise drill hole every time.

Features
• Suitable for drilling into all metals
• Unique TurboJet 7 edge tip provides superior 

cutting performance and allows for easy 
starting in even the hardest of metals

• Optimised flute for exceptional waste 
removal

• Titanium Nitrate (TiN) coating offers 
superior lubrication for ease of drilling and 
improved drill bit life

• Plain shank ensures compatibility with most 
brands of drill drivers

TURBOJET

Code Description Price £
R25708 2.0mm x 49mm (pack of 3) 1.89 
R25709 2.5mm x 57mm (pack of 3) 1.99 
R25710 3.0mm x 61mm (pack of 3) 2.49 
R25711 3.5mm x 65mm (pack of 3) 2.79 
R25712 4.0mm x 70mm (pack of 3) 2.99 
R25713 4.5mm x 80mm 1.69 
R25714 5.0mm x 86mm 1.79 
R25715 5.5mm x 93mm 2.09 
R25716 6.0mm x 93mm 2.29 
R25717 6.5mm x 101mm 2.49 
R25718 7.0mm x 109mm 2.89 
R25719 7.5mm x 109mm 3.19 
R25720 8.0mm x 117mm 3.99 
R25721 8.5mm x 117mm 4.29 
R25722 9.0mm x 125mm 4.99 
R25723 10mm x 133mm 5.99 
R25724 12mm x 151mm 8.49 
R25725 13mm x 151mm 9.99 
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TURBOJET HSS DRILL BITS

• Includes the following sizes:  
2 x 49mm, 3 x 61mm, 4 x 75mm,  
5 x 86mm, 6 x 93mm, 8 x 117mm

• Suitable for drilling into all metals
• Unique TurboJet 7 edge tip provides 

superior cutting performance and 
allows for easy starting in even the 
hardest of metals

• Optimised flute for exceptional waste 
removal

• Titanium Nitrate (TiN) coating offers 
superior lubrication for ease of drilling 
and improved drill bit life

• Hexagonal Shank ensures a positive, 
secure chuck lock allowing for greater 
torque loads without slipping

• Includes the following sizes: 10 x 38mm, 
15 x 42mm, 20 x 49mm, 25 x 57mm,  
30 x 61mm, 35 x 70mm, 40 x 75mm,  
45 x 80mm, 50 x 86mm, 55 x 93mm,  
60 x 93mm, 65 x 101mm, 70 x 109mm,  
75 x 109mm, 80 x 117mm, 85 x 117mm,  
90 x 125mm, 95 x 125mm, 10 x 133mm

• Suitable for drilling into all metals
• Unique TurboJet 7 edge tip provides 

superior cutting performance and 
allows for easy starting in even the 
hardest of metals

• Optimised flute for exceptional waste 
removal

• Titanium Nitrate (TiN) coating offers 
superior lubrication for ease of drilling 
and improved drill bit life

• Hexagonal Shank ensures a positive, 
secure chuck lock allowing for greater 
torque loads without slipping

TURBOJET 6 PIECE SET

TURBOJET 19 PIECE SET

Code Description Price £
R25727 19 piece set 39.99 

AUGER 
DRILL
BITS

Features

Features

Code Description Price £
R25726 6 piece set 10.99 

Trade prices, excluding VAT102 



Code Description Price £
R25707 Auger drill bit for wood 5 piece set 32.99 

AUGER DRILL BITS

AUGER
DRILL 
BITS
The ultra high quality carbon steel Raptor Auger Bits 
make drilling through wood effortless.

Featuring a machine pitched screw point to ensure an easy 
and pinpoint accurate start on every drill hole, whilst the 
wide, optimised flute not only improves stability but also 
offers rapid waste removal so you never have to worry about 
clogging and completed with a hexagonal shank for a secure 
chuck lock.

Perfect for drilling into wood, laminates, plasterboard and 
MDF the Raptor Auger Bit will provide a truly professional 
finish time after time.

• Suitable for drilling into wood, 
laminates, plaster board and MDF

• Machined pitched screw allows for 
an easy drill start and exceptional 
accuracy

• Optimised flute for exceptional waste 
removal

• Hexagonal Shank ensures a positive, 
secure chuck lock allowing for 
greater torque loads without slipping

WOOD

WOOD 5 PIECE SET

• Includes the following sizes: 
16mm, 18mm, 20mm, 22mm, 
26mm x 400mm

• Suitable for drilling into wood, 
laminates, plaster board and 
MDF

• Machined pitched screw allows 
for an easy drill start and 
exceptional accuracy

• Optimised flute for exceptional 
waste removal

• Hexagonal shank ensures a 
positive, secure chuck lock 
allowing for greater torque 
loads without slipping

Features

Features

Code Description Price £
R25702 16mm x 400mm 5.99 
R25703 20mm x 400mm 7.49 
R25704 22mm x 400mm 8.99 
R25705 26mm x 400mm 9.99 
R25706 32mm x 400mm 14.99 
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FLAT 
Wood 
BITS

QUALITY 
TOOLS 
DESIGNED 
for the 
toughest 
jobs. 

UNLEASHED.

Even the most experienced professional 
doesn’t know what the working day will bring.

Which is why we design and build all our 
products to perform in the most demanding 
environments, to the highest standards.  
Day in, day out, professionals rely on our kit to 
get the job done, quickly, efficiently and safely. 
They don’t worry about what the job will bring, 
they just want it to ‘bring it on!’



Code Description Price £
R25692 12mm x 152mm 2.39 
R25693 14mm x 152mm 2.59 
R25694 16mm x 152mm 2.89 
R25695 18mm x 152mm 2.99 
R25696 20mm x 152mm 3.29 
R25697 22mm x 152mm 3.69 
R25698 25mm x 152mm 4.59 
R25699 28mm x 152mm 4.99 
R25700 32mm x 152mm 5.19 

FLAT WOOD BITS

• Suitable for drilling into wood, light 
building materials, laminates and 
plaster board

• Innovative wider chip groove head 
design for 25x faster drilling

• 1/4” Quick change shank for rapid 
tool change

FLAT

FLAT
Wood 
BITS
The Raptor Flat Wood Bit is an essential accessory for 
every tradesman.

Boasting a precision ground central point it also provides 
an innovative, optimized blade design to provide up to 2.5x 
faster drilling whilst producing a crisp, professional finish. 
Couple this with the 1/4” Quick Change shank and you have 
a Flat Wood Bit that you can rely on.

Features
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FLAT WOOD BITS

• Includes the following sizes: 
12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 25, 28, 32mm

• Suitable for drilling into wood, 
light building materials, 
laminates and plaster board

• Innovative wider chip groove 
head design for 2.5x faster 
drilling

• 1/4” Quick Change shank for 
rapid tool change

FLAT WOOD BITS 8 PIECE SET

Multi- 
Material 
Drill 
BITS

Features

Code Description Price £
R25701 8 piece set 29.99 

Trade prices, excluding VAT110 



MULTI-MATERIAL DRILL BITS

• Suitable for drilling into an array of 
materials commonly encountered 
on the job, including wood, metal, 
masonry and plastic

• 135° drill tip ensures an easy start 
in any material and helps provide 
excellent drilling performance

• Sculpted flute for exceptional dust 
removal

• Plain shank ensures compatibility 
with most brands of drill drivers

MULTI-MATERIAL 
Multi- 
Material 
DRILL 
BITS
The Raptor multi-material drill bit is a staple element of 
any tradesman’s tool box. 

This innovative drill bit from Raptor is suitable to use on 
metal, wood, masonry, plastics and a vast array of  
multi-layered materials. The precision ground construction 
ensures faster, cleaner hole drilling even in hard materials 
whilst the advanced Carbide tip gives this exceptional drill 
bit prolonged life in both rotary and impact modes.

The Raptor Multi-Material drill bit is the perfect drill bit for 
professional tradesmen.

Features

Code Description Price £
R25680 3.0mm x 70mm (pack of 2) 1.99 
R25681 4.0mm x 75mm (pack of 2) 2.29 
R25682 5.0mm x 85mm 1.99 
R25683 5.5mm x 85mm 2.09 
R25684 6.0mm x 100mm 2.29 
R25685 6.5mm x 100mm 2.49 
R25686 7.0mm x 100mm 2.69 
R25687 8.0mm x 120mm 2.89 
R25688 10mm x 120mm 3.09 
R25689 6.0mm x 150mm 2.99 
R25690 12mm x 150mm 4.29 
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MULTI-MATERIAL DRILL BITS

• Includes the following sizes: 40 x 75mm,  
50 x 85mm, 60 x 100mm , 80 x 120mm

• Suitable for drilling into an array of 
materials commonly encountered on the 
job, including wood, metal, masonry and 
plastic

• 135° drill tip ensures an easy start in 
any material and helps provide excellent 
drilling performance

• Sculpted flute for exceptional dust removal
• Plain shank ensures compatibility with 

most brands of drill drivers

MULTI-MATERIAL 4 PIECE SET

Masonry 
Drill 
BITS

Features

Code Description Price £
R25691 4 piece set 8.99 

Trade prices, excluding VAT114 



MASONRY DRILL BITS

Features
• Suitable for drilling into most 

masonry materials
• Advanced Tungsten Carbide tip 

construction offers longer life and 
exceptional drilling performance

• Optimised flute for exceptional  
waste removal

• 135° drill tip ensures an easy start 
in any material and helps provide 
excellent drilling performance

• Plain shank ensures compatibility 
with most brands of drill drivers

MASONRY AND CONCRETE

Masonry 
Drill
BITS
The Raptor Masonry Drill bit is a true trade 
quality product.

The advanced Tungsten Carbide tip is both heat treated 
and vacuum brazed to offer superior drilling performance 
whilst lasting up to 3x longer than many drill bits 
available today.

This exceptional cutting performance is then teamed 
with a sculpted, ground flute to ensure exceptional waste 
material removal whilst preventing any loss of torque or 
deformation to the drill.

Code Description Price £
R25728 4.0mm x 75mm 1.99 
R25729 5.0mm x 85mm 2.19 
R25730 5.5mm x 150mm 2.29 
R25731 6.0mm x 150mm 2.39 
R25732 7.0mm x 150mm 2.49 
R25733 8.0mm x 150mm 2.59 
R25734 10mm x 150mm 2.69 
R25735 12mm x 150mm 3.39 
R25736 14mm x 150mm 5.39 
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MASONRY DRILL BITS

• Includes the following sizes:  
40 x 75mm, 50 x 85mm, 55 x 85mm,  
60 x 100mm, 80 x 120mm

• Suitable for drilling into most 
masonry materials

• Advanced Tungsten Carbide tip 
construction offers longer life and 
exceptional drilling performance

• Optimised flute for exceptional 
waste removal

• 135° drill tip ensures an easy start 
in any material and helps provide 
excellent drilling performance

• Plain shank ensures compatibility 
with most brands of drill drivers

• Includes the following sizes:  
9 pieces of 40 x 75mm, 8 pieces of 50 
x 150mm, 6 pieces of 55 x 150mm,  
6 pieces of 60 x 100mm, 4 pieces of 
70 x 100mm, 4 pieces of 70 x 150mm, 
4 pieces of 80 x 150mm, 4 pieces of 
100 x 150mm

• Suitable for drilling into most 
masonry materials

• Advanced Tungsten Carbide tip 
construction offers longer life and 
exceptional drilling performance

• Optimised flute for exceptional 
waste removal

• 135° drill tip ensures an easy start 
in any material and helps provide 
excellent drilling performance

• Plain shank ensures compatibility 
with most brands of drill drivers

MASONRY AND CONCRETE 5 PIECE SET

MASONRY AND CONCRETE 45 PIECE SET

Features

Features

Code Description Price £
R25737 5 piece set 10.49 

SDS 
Plus 
Drill
BITS
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Code Description Price £
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SDS PLUS DRILL BITS

Features
• Suitable for drilling into most masonry materials
• Ceratizit Cross Point Tip offers superior material 

purchase and cutting ability even in denser 
building materials!

• Heat Treated 40 CR High Grade Steel 
Construction provides increased durability and 
up to 5 times longer life span

• Digitally optimised flute ensures optimal waste 
removal resulting in cleaner, more accurate drill 
holes

• SDS Plus drill fitment for exceptional security 
and torque transfer

CROSS TIP SDS PLUS 
SDS 
Plus 
DRILL 
BITS
For when only trade quality will do. Using innovative 
features, the Raptor SDS Plus cross tip drill bits range 
outperforms its rivals to ensure high levels of productivity.

Starting at the tip, this exceptional drill bit features a 
Ceratizit Cross Point Tip – which features additional cutting 
surfaces provide superior material purchase and cutting 
ability whilst offering up to 5x longer life - even in denser 
building materials.

The flute is in our eyes a work of art, it has 
been digitally optimised and sand blasted 
to offer optimal waste removal and torque 
transfer for smoother, easier and more 
accurate drilling. The complete drill bit is 
constructed from 40 CR High Grade steel 
and then heat treated to ensure longer life.

Code Description Price £
R25739 5.0mm x 110mm 2.69 
R25740 5.5mm x 110mm 2.99 
R25741 6.0mm x 110mm 3.29 
R25742 7.0mm x 110mm 3.99 
R25743 5.0mm x 160mm 3.29 
R25744 5.5mm x 160mm 3.99 
R25745 6.0mm x 160mm 4.29 
R25746 6.5mm x 160mm 4.49 
R25747 7.0mm x 160mm 4.69 
R25748 8.0mm x 160mm 4.99 
R25749 10mm x 160mm 5.49 
R25750 6.0mm x 210mm 4.79 
R25751 6.5mm x 210mm 4.99 
R25752 7.0mm x 210mm 5.49 
R25753 8.0mm x 210mm 5.99 
R25754 10mm x 210mm 6.49 
R25755 12mm x 210mm 8.99 
R25756 14mm x 210mm 11.99 
R25757 16mm x 210mm 14.99 
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SDS PLUS DRILL BITS

• Includes the following sizes: 55 x 110mm,  
55 x 160mm, 60 x 160mm, 70 x 160mm,  
80 x 160mm

• Suitable for drilling into most masonry 
materials

• Ceratizit Cross Point Tip offers superior 
material purchase and cutting ability even 
in denser building materials!

• Heat Treated 40 CR High Grade Steel 
Construction provides increased durability 
and up to 5 times longer life span

• Digitally optimised flute ensures optimal 
waste removal resulting in cleaner, more 
accurate drill holes

• SDS Plus drill fitment for exceptional 
security and torque transfer

• Includes the following sizes: 1 Piece of  
50 x 160mm, 2 Pieces of 55 x 160mm,  
1 Piece of 60 x 160mm, 2 Pieces of  
70 x 160mm, 1 Piece of 80 x 160mm,  
1 Piece of 100 x 160mm

• Suitable for drilling into most masonry 
materials

• Ceratizit Cross Point Tip offers superior 
material purchase and cutting ability  
even in denser building materials!

• Heat Treated 40 CR High Grade Steel 
Construction provides increased durability 
and up to 5 times longer life span

• Digitally optimised flute ensures optimal 
waste removal resulting in cleaner, more 
accurate drill holes

• SDS Plus drill fitment for exceptional 
security and torque transfer

CROSS TIP 5 PIECE SET

CROSS TIP 8 PIECE SET

SDS 
PLUS
ChiselS

Features

Features

Code Description Price £
R25758 5 piece set 19.99 

Code Description Price £
R25759 8 piece set 29.99 
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SDS PLUS CHISELS

Features
• Suitable for chipping and chiselling of 

tiles, mortar, glazing compounds and 
other masonry materials

• Sand Blasted Tip for excellent durability
• Toughened Steel construction  

provides excellent torque transfer and 
improved lifespan

• SDS Plus drill fitment for exceptional 
security and torque transfer

FLAT & POINT

SDS 
PLUS
Chisels
The Raptor SDS Plus Chisel range has all of your 
demolition needs covered; be that removing tiles from 
a floor or wall in a bathroom to cutting through house 
bricks, you can be assured that this Raptor chisel will 
make light work of any material it encounters.

Featuring a sand blasted tip for increased durability  
and a toughened steel construction for exceptional 
torque transfer. Features

• Includes the following sizes: Flat Chisel 
20 x 250mm, Flat Chisel 40 x 250mm, 
Point Chisel 14 x 250mm

• Suitable for chipping and chiselling of 
tiles, mortar, glazing compounds and 
other masonry materials

• Sand Blasted Tip for excellent durability
• Toughened Steel construction  

provides excellent torque transfer and 
improved lifespan

• SDS Plus drill fitment for exceptional 
security and torque transfer

FLAT & POINT 3 PIECE SET

Code Description Price £
R25760 Flat 20mm x 250mm 7.99 
R25761 Flat 40mm x 250mm 7.99 
R25762 Point 14mm x 250mm 7.99 

Code Description Price £
R25763 3 piece set 19.99 
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Holesaws
Our SAW 
BLADES 
ARE HERE.

BEWARE!

We don’t make ‘normal’ saw blades  
at Raptor.

We make tungsten carbide-tipped, 
perfectly tensioned, razor-sharp,  
‘like a hot knife through butter,  
day-in-day-out’ saw blades.  
Why cut it, when you can Raptor it.



HOLESAWS

Features
• Suitable for drilling into wood, metal, 

laminates, plaster board, PVC and MDF
• M42 high speed steel construction 

with 8% Cobalt for exceptional cutting 
performance and extreme durability

• Progressive tooth strip with varying 
tooth pitches provides a superior finish

• Angled side slots for easy waste 
material removal

• For use with Raptor Arbor & Pilot Drill 
for 14-29mm Holesaws (R25783)

BI-METAL

Holesaws
The Raptor Bi-Metal Holesaw has been developed 
specifically to give a professional smooth cut every time.

The Bi-Metal construction ensures superior cutting 
performance and longer life, whilst the optimised, 
progressive tooth strip guarantee’s a first class finish - 
perfect for even the most discerning of trade professionals.

Code Description Price £
R25764 20mm 3.99 
R25765 25mm 4.29 
R25766 29mm 4.89 
R25767 32mm 5.19 
R25768 35mm 5.59 
R25769 38mm 6.29 
R25770 40mm 7.49 
R25771 44mm 7.99 
R25772 51mm 8.29 
R25773 57mm 8.99 
R25774 64mm 9.99 
R25775 70mm 10.49 
R25776 73mm 11.99 
R25777 76mm 12.99 
R25778 86mm 14.49 
R25779 92mm 15.99 
R25780 102mm 18.99 
R25781 127mm 22.99 
R25782 152mm 27.99 
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HOLESAWS

Features

Features

• Suitable for drilling into wood, 
laminates, plaster board, PVC and MDF

• Includes Pilot Drill for easy starting 
and perfect alignment

• 3/8’’ Hexagonal Shank ensures a 
positive, secure chuck lock allowing for 
greater torque loads without slipping

• Includes the following sizes: 
Holesaws: 19, 22, 29, 38, 44, 57mm, 
1 x Arbor Adaptor, 1 x 3/8” Arbor,  
1 x 7/16” Arbor

• Suitable for drilling into wood, 
metal, laminates, plaster board, 
PVC and MDF

• Bi-Metal construction for 
exceptional cutting performance 
and improved durability

• Progressive tooth strip with 
varying tooth pitches provides a 
superior finish

• Angled side slots for easy waste 
material removal

• Includes all required arbors and 
adaptors

ARBORS

BI-METAL HOLESAW KIT 19-57MM

Holesaws
Code Description Price £
R25783 3/8 small arbor 14-30mm holesaw 5.49 
R25784 3/8 large arbor 32-210mm holesaw 10.99 

Code Description Price £
R25674 9 piece set universal plumber kit 19-57mm 39.99 
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DIAMONDTECHTM

Holesaws
Quite literally the jewel in the Raptor crown; our tough alloy 
bodied DiamondTech™ Holesaw range features the latest, 
innovative technology designed specifically to cut through 
the materials you encounter on a daily basis.

These holesaws have an exposed Diamond grit edge that has 
been specifically developed for trades professionals who 
need to drill into extremely hard materials such as Marble, 
Porcelain, Glass Granite, Cast Iron and many more on a daily 
basis where a conventional holesaw simply won’t cut it.

Our DiamondTech™ Holesaws do not need a continuous 
flow of water – perfect for on the job site where this can be 
difficult to obtain. Instead simply dip them into water at the 
start of each hole and thereafter every 5 seconds during the 
cut duration. You can even use the larger sizes with an angle 
grinder by using the M14 grinder adaptor. 

What is DiamondTechTM?
 Every now and again you stumble across something that doesn’t 
just up the game, but rips up the rule book, throws it on the floor 
and changes the game entirely leaving the rest fighting to keep up. 
For us at Raptor, that technology is DiamondTech™.

 The DiamondTech™ Wet & Dry technology improves Power Tool 
performance on every level, delivering the highest performance 
on even the most difficult of materials, cutting where no other 
blade or bit will, both quicker and longer than ever before.

 Featuring premium grade exposed diamonds that are vacuum 
brazed bonded to give optimal performance, this exceptional 
technology allows for easy start plunge cutting without the need 
of a guide – perfect for even the tightest locations.

 Suitable for use on a vast array of materials including; Porcelain, 
Ceramic, Glass, Granite, Marble, Travertine, Slate, Fibre Cement 
Board, House Brick, Fibreglass to name just a few.

•  Up to 10x longer life

•  Premium Grade Diamonds

•  High grade exposed diamond for fast cutting

•  Superior brazed bond matrix

•  Tough alloy body

•   Easy start plunge cutting for working in the tightest of locations 
without the need for guiding

•  Low torque prolonging battery life of cordless power units
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DIAMONDTECHTM HOLESAWSDIAMONDTECHTM HOLESAWS

Features
• Tungsten Carbide Tip allows you to drill 

into the hardest of surfaces without the 
need of a pilot hole whilst also promoting 
longer working life

• Replacement for Raptor DiamondTech 
Arbors (R25800, R25801)

DIAMONDTECHTM WETDRY PRO HOLESAW AUTOPILOT

Features

DIAMONDTECHTM WETDRY HOLESAWS

* Requires additional Arbor for use see page 136.

Features
• For Raptor DiamondTech 

holesaws 22 - 29mm in diameter
• Universal M14 fitting which is 

suitable for use with an Angle 
Grinder

DIAMONDTECHTM GRINDER ADAPTOR M14

• Suitable for cutting grade 5 
porcelain, ceramic, granite, 
marble, travertine, slate, 
glass, drywall, cement board, 
wood, laminates and bricks, 
Glass (up to 19mm) plus many 
more!

• High grade exposed 
diamonds for fast, clean 
cutting

• Advanced Brazed Bonding 
provides up to 10 times 
longer operating life than 
conventional cutting bits

• Water Starved Operation - 
Doesn’t require a continuous 
flow of water, simply dip the 
bit in water before beginning 
the cut and then every 5 
seconds during

• Perfect for job sites where 
its difficult to locate running 
water

• Tough Alloy Body for 
improved durability

Diamond Tech WetDry Mini
Code Description Price £
R25785 6.5mm 8.29 
R25786 8.0mm 10.49 
R25787 10mm 11.99 
R25788 13mm 14.49 
R25789 16mm 16.49 
R25790 19mm 17.99 

Diamond Tech WetDry
Code Description Price £
R25791 22mm* 14.99 
R25792 25mm* 16.99 
R25793 29mm* 17.99 
R25794 35mm* 18.99 
R25795 44mm* 20.99 
R25796 68mm* 25.99 

Code Description Price £
R25797 5/8” x 18mm  22mm - 29mm 7.99 
R25798 1/2” x 20mm  35mm - 68mm 7.99 

Code Description Price £
R25799 Holesaw AutoPilot bit 10.99 
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DIAMONDTECHTM HOLESAWS

Features
• For Raptor DiamondTech holesaws 

22 - 29mm in diameter
• Tungsten Carbide Retractable 

Starter Bit for accurate centring 
without the need of a pilot hole

DIAMONDTECHTM ARBOR WITH AUTOPILOT

Features
• Includes the following sizes: 8mm, 

10mm, 13mm, 16mm, 25mm, 35mm
• Suitable for cutting grade 5 porcelain, 

ceramic, granite, marble, travertine, 
slate, glass, drywall, cement board, 
wood, laminates and bricks, Glass (up 
to 19mm) plus many more!

• High grade exposed diamonds for 
fast, clean cutting

• Advanced Brazed Bonding provides 
up to 10 times longer operating life 
than conventional cutting bits

• Water Starved Operation - doesn’t 
require a continuous flow of water, 
simply dip the bit in water before 
beginning the cut and then every 5 
seconds during Perfect for job sites 
where its difficult to locate running 
water

• Tough Alloy Body for improved 
durability

DIAMONDTECHTM WETDRY HOLESAW KIT

Code Description Price £
R25677 6 piece set 71.99 

Code Description Price £
R25800 Small 22mm - 29mm + AutoPilot 14.99 
R25801 Large 35mm - 68mm + AutoPilot 14.99 

DIAMOND 
DRY 
Core 
DRILLS
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DIAMOND DRY CORE DRILLS

Features

Features

• Suitable for drilling into lightweight building 
products such as Hard York Stone, General 
House Brick, London Brick, Facing Brick, 
Lightly Reinforced Concrete, Breeze Block, etc

• Laser Welded 8mm tall segments with a high 
diamond concentration guarantee rapid 
drilling performance

• 150mm Length Cores allow for a stable drill 
phase, for an accurate, high quality hole

• For use with 850 Watt and above Rotary 
Drill with a Slipping Clutch (not suitable for 
Impact/Percussion use)

• This ultra-useful kit contains a complete 
set of adaptors and accessories that 
enable you to use Raptor Diamond Core 
Drills with either a Hexagonal or SDS 
Plus chuck

• Manufactured from high quality 
steel to 34HRC standards for superior 
performance and improved durability

• Includes the following: Shank to 1/2” BSP 
Male Adaptor, Guide Rod, and Drift key

DIAMOND CORE DRILLS

DIAMOND CORE DRILL ADAPTOR KITS

DIAMOND 
DRY Core 
Drills
Our professional grade, fast cutting Dry Diamond Core 
Drill & Accessory Kit is a firm favourite with Professional 
Plumbing, Electrical and Heating Engineers and its not 
hard to see why.

The 5 Diamond Cores are sized for the 
most common applications you’re likely 
to face on the jobsite and each core has 
been engineered from the ground up to 
provide optimum performance. 

Each segment is 8.0mm tall and features 
a high concentration of diamonds for 
rapid cutting. These segments are 
then laser welded to the core body for 
ultimate strength; meaning no segment 
loss and a much longer working life.

The slotted barrel has also been 
designed to not only ensure that debris 
is cleared during the drilling phase but 
also to make removing blanks much 
easier.

Finally our Raptor cores are all 150mm 
in length, longer than most on the 
market which makes them much more 
stable and therefore suited to drilling 
into cavity walls.

Code Description Price £
R25861 28 x 300mm 18.99 
R25862 38 x 150mm 19.99 
R25863 48 x 150mm 22.99 
R25864 52 x 150mm 24.99 
R25865 65 x 150mm 27.49 
R25866 107 x 150mm 30.99 
R25867 117 x 150mm 32.99 
R25868 127 x 150mm 37.99 

Code Description Price £
R25869 1/2” male to hex shank 9.99 
R25870 1/2” male to SDS plus 9.99 
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DIAMOND DRY CORE DRILLSDIAMOND DRY CORE DRILLS

Features Features

Features

Features

• An essential accessory for anyone 
that uses Raptor Dry Diamond Cores, 
this universal extension bar allows 
you to add an extra 200mm of drilling 
depth, perfect for when cutting 
through thicker walls

• 200mm Universal Extension Bar can 
be use with both Hex and SDS Plus 
adaptors

• 1/2” BSP Fitment
• Manufactured from high quality 

steel to 34HRC standards for superior 
performance and improved durability

• A crucial component in the Raptor 
Diamond Core accessory range

• The Raptor ‘A’ Taper Guide Rod is 
compatible with either our Raptor 
Hex or SDS Plus Adaptors. The Guide 
Rod can then be inserted into a 
predrilled pilot hole to provide initial 
core drill hole guidance, preventing 
walking on the material and ensuring 
an accurate hole perfect for when 
only a professional finish will do!

• 210mm in Length for improved pilot 
hole purchase

• Manufactured from high quality 
steel to 34HRC standards for superior 
performance and improved durability

• These handy little adaptors/arbors 
enable you to use Raptor Diamond 
Core Drills in a drill with either a 
standard Hex or SDS Plus Chuck - 
providing ultimate versatility

• Manufactured from high quality 
steel to 34HRC standards for superior 
performance and improved durability

• Includes the following: Shank to 1/2” 
BSP Male Adaptor

• An incredibly simple but effective 
little tool, the Raptor Drift Key is an 
essential accessory for anyone that 
uses Raptor Dry Diamond Cores. It 
can be used with either our Hex or 
SDS Plus adaptors to aid the release 
of the ‘A’ Guide Rod or taper drill bit 
from the adaptor after use

• Manufactured from high quality 
steel to 34HRC standards for superior 
performance and improved durability

EXTENSION BAR A TAPER GUIDE

ARBORS

EJECTOR DRIFT

Code Description Price £
R25871 Universal extension bar - 200mm 9.99 

Code Description Price £
R25872 Ejector drift 1.99 

Code Description Price £
R25873 ‘A’ Taper guide rod - 210mm 4.99 

Code Description Price £
R25874 Hex to 1/2” male adaptor/arbor 7.99 
R25875 SDS plus to 1/2” male adaptor/arbor 7.99 
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DIAMOND DRY CORE DRILLS

Features
• Includes the following: 

Diamond Core Drills:  
42 x 150mm, 52 x 150mm,  
65 x 150mm, 117 x 150mm,  
127 x 150mm

• Accessories: Chuck Adaptor, 
SDS Adaptor, Universal 
Extension, Guide Rod, Drift 
Key, 13 x 350mm Pilot Drill

• Suitable for drilling into 
lightweight building 
products such as Hard York 
Stone, General House Brick, 
London Brick, Facing Brick, 
Lightly Reinforced Concrete, 
Breeze Block, etc

• Laser Welded 8mm tall 
segments with a high 
diamond concentration 
guarantee rapid drilling 
performance

• 150mm Length Cores  
allow for a stable drill  
phase, for an accurate, high 
quality hole

• For use with 850 Watt and 
above Rotary Drill with a 
Slipping Clutch (Not suitable 
for Impact/Percussion use)

DRILL KIT PLUS ACCESSORIES

Code Description Price £
R25802 5 Piece Core Set Plus Accessories 179.99 

TCT 
Blades
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TCT BLADES

Features
• Multipurpose blade is 

suitable for the cutting 
of wood, wood with nails, 
metal and plastics

• Unique blade tooth design 
and construction provides 
superior clean cuts

• Universal fit ensures this 
will fit a vast array of 
Circular and Mitre Saws

MULTIPURPOSE

TCT 
Blades
Extreme performance, the Raptor tungsten carbide-tipped 
blades that are thinner, perfectly tensioned, sharper and 
more accurate meaning they last up to twice as long as 
conventional blades. 

The unique tooth design and material construction provides 
superior, clean cuts every single time and you no longer 
need to worry about what you could potentially be cutting 
through; wood, metal, plastic, even wood with nails; this 
exceptional blade will simply take them all on with ease; 
making your life on site a little bit easier.

Code Description Price £
R25803 160mm x 2.4mm x 20/16 – 36 teeth 11.99 
R25804 184mm x 2.4mm x 20 – 40 teeth 16.99 
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Diamond 
Cutting 
BladesTHE  

CLAWS  
ARE  
OUT
When it’s as tough as nails, you can rely on Raptor.

Whether it needs a delicate tap, or warrants an 
enthusiastic pound, ‘it’ will tap out and submit 
to your will, when you pull out a Raptor hammer. 
Perfectly formed, balanced and independently 
tested to DIN standards, so you can count on them. 
Every. Single. Time. 



DIAMOND CUTTING BLADES

Features
• Suitable for cutting 

porcelain, ceramic, marble, 
terracotta, granite, slate 
and steel coated tiles

• Professional quality blade 
with an ultra fine Diamond 
Grit ensures precise, chip 
free, cleans cuts

• Conforms to European 
Safety Regulations

CONTINUOUS RIM

Diamond 
Cutting 
Blades
At Raptor we spend time on site speaking to the tradesmen 
that use our tools everyday. It’s for that reason that we 
created a range of three distinct Diamond Blades that cover 
99% of all trade jobs:

•  Continuous Rim – Ultra-thin, self-sharpening and perfect 
for chip-free cutting of tiles including porcelain, ceramic 
and marble

•  Segmented – When out and out speed and performance 
is everything, this is the blade of choice with self-cooling 
segments, high diamond content and reduced vibration 
and noise

•  Turbo – Combining precision, premium quality and speed 
in a single, diamond-clad metal disc this blade outlasts 
its nearest rivals with prolonged life

Code Description Price £
R25805 80mm 6.99 
R25806 105mm 7.49 
R25807 110mm 7.99 
R25808 115mm 8.49 
R25809 125mm 8.99 
R25810 150mm 12.99 
R25811 180mm 14.99 
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DIAMOND CUTTING BLADES

Features

Features

• Suitable for general purpose 
cutting such as building 
materials, bricks, block 
paving, tiles and lintels

• Segment gullets improve 
airflow to the blade, 
reducing heat build up 
whilst also helping to 
clear debris resulting in an 
improved cut and longer 
working life span

• Conforms to European  
Safety Regulations

• Suitable for cutting building 
materials, hard concrete 
products, block paving, 
bricks, tiles, natural stone, 
iron, steel + many more

• Self-Cooling segments reduce 
heat build up dramatically 
extending blade life

• Segment design reduces 
vibration and noise

• Conforms to European  
Safety Regulations

SEGMENTED

TURBO

Cutting 
and 
Grinding 
DiscsCode Description Price £

R25812 115mm 8.49 
R25813 125mm 8.99 
R25814 230mm 15.99 
R25815 300mm 34.99 
R25816 350mm 54.99 

Code Description Price £
R25817 115mm 8.49 
R25818 125mm 8.99 
R25819 230mm 19.99 
R25820 300mm 39.99 
R25821 350mm 59.99 
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CUTTING AND GRINDING DISCS

Cutting 
and 
Grinding 
Discs
Abrasive cutting discs have been a staple element of 
any trademans toolbag for years. 

Our Raptor cutting discs are engineered to give a 
cleaner, quieter, faster cut whilst also offering a longer 
working life; making them the perfect disc of choice for 
tradesmen everywhere.

Features

Features

• Suitable for fast and 
smooth cutting of most 
metals

• 22.23mm Disc Bore 
(M14) means that it is 
compatible with most 
Angle Grinders

• Conforms to European 
Safety Regulations

• Suitable for fast and 
smooth cutting of all 
types of Steel

• Reinforced fibreglass 
construction and 
premium resin bond 
provides a longer life 
span

• 22.23mm Disc Bore 
(M14) means that it is 
compatible with most 
Angle Grinders

• Conforms to European 
Safety Regulations

METAL

STAINLESS STEEL

Code Description Price £
R25822 115mm x 2.5mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 3.99 
R25823 125mm x 2.5mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 4.99 
R25824 230mm x 3.0mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 14.99 

Code Description Price £
R25825 115mm x 1.0mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 3.99 
R25826 125mm x 1.2mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 4.99 
R25827 230mm x 2.0mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 14.99 
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CUTTING AND GRINDING DISCS

Features
• Suitable for fast and 

smooth cutting through 
Stone and Concrete 
materials

• Constructed from 
professional grade Silicon 
Carbide, reinforced 
fibreglass and premium 
resin bond to provide a 
longer life span

• 22.23mm Disc Bore (M14) 
means that it is compatible 
with most Angle Grinders

• Conforms to European 
Safety Regulations

STONE

Code Description Price £
R25828 115mm x 2.5mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 3.99 
R25829 125mm x 2.5mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 4.99 
R25830 230mm x 3.0mm x 22mm (pack of 5) 14.99 

Reciprocating 
Saw 
Blades
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RECIPROCATING SAW BLADES

Reciprocating 
Saw 
Blades
Chosen and designed by the trade 
for the trade.

Three blades cover 99% of the 
professional tradesman’s needs. 
Utilising a Bi-Metal material and 
featuring milled teeth, these blades are 
perfect for cutting Aluminium, Stainless 
Steel, Mild Steel, Metal Pipe, Plastic, 
Wood and even mixed materials such as 
wood with embedded nails meaning you 
can tackle any job confidently. 

Also, as they feature a Universal Fitting 
Shank they fit nearly every reciprocating 
saw on the market. A perfect addition to 
your van stocks.

Features
• Bi-Metal construction with milled 

teeth produces a faster, cleaner 
cut in metal, plastic and wood

• Suitable for cutting metal up to 
8mm thick

• 14 TPI blade produces a fine but 
fast cut

• Universal fitting shank ensures 
compatibility with most brands 
of reciprocating saws

METAL

Code Description Price £
R25834 150mm x 14 TPI (pack of 2) 8.99 
R25835 150mm x 24 TPI (pack of 2) 8.99 
R25836 225mm x 10 TPI (pack of 2) 9.99 
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with
more
bite!

drill
bits

Even the toughest surfaces 
tremble at the sound of our 
drill bits.

Maybe it’s their razor-sharp 
cutting edges, or it could be 
their ruthlessly-efficient 
optimised flutes, either way 
they’re the professionals’ 
dream bit, and every 
surface’s worst nightmare.

Multitool 
blades



MULTITOOL BLADES

Multitool 
blades
Multi-tools. Where would we be without them?! Probably 
still scratching our heads and reaching for the hammer if 
we are honest… 

That’s why when we created the Raptor Power Tool 
Accessories range, Multi-tool blades were right at the top 
of our list. However, at Raptor we like to do things properly, 
that’s why our blades have been developed from the ground 
up with performance, durability and compatibility at the 
forefront of our minds.

Our Raptor Multi-Tool blades are available in either end/
plunge or semi-circle cut variants and are versatile enough 
to tackle a variety of materials you’re likely to encounter 
on the job including; Wood, Plastic, Plaster, Laminates and 
some metals. They’re also cleverly designed; featuring 
an open back ‘Quick-Change’ system that allows you to 
change the blade without having to fully remove (and drop) 
the retaining bolt. The fitting system is also incredibly 
universal, making it compatible with a huge array on  
Multi-Tool systems available today.

In short? We are really proud of our Multi-Tool blades and 
think that they deserve to be the Multi-Tool Blade of choice 
for any trade professional.

Features

Features

• Suitable for cutting Wood, 
Laminate, Plaster Board and 
Plastics

• 18 TPI End/Plunge Cut Blade - 
28mm Cutting Length

• Universal Fitting System ensures 
compatibility with most brands 
of Multi-Tools. Adaptors included 
for Bosch and Dremel Quick 
Change Multi-Tools

• Quick-Change Fitting System 
allows for rapid blade changes

• Pack of 5

• Suitable for cutting Wood, 
Laminate, Plaster Board and 
Plastics

• 18 TPI Semi Circle Cut Blade - 
87mm Diameter

• Universal Fitting System ensures 
compatibility with most brands 
of Multi-Tools. Adaptors included 
for Bosch and Dremel Quick 
Change Multi-Tools

• Quick-Change Fitting System 
allows for rapid blade changes

• Pack of 5

END CUT

SEMI CIRCLE CUT

Code Description Price £
R25876 End cut (pack of 5) 14.99 

Code Description Price £
R25877 Semi circle cut (pack of 5) 14.99 
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Jigsaw 
Blades

Our SAW 
BLADES 
ARE HERE.

BEWARE!

We don’t make ‘normal’ saw blades  
at Raptor.

We make tungsten carbide-tipped, 
perfectly tensioned, razor-sharp,  
‘like a hot knife through butter,  
day-in-day-out’ saw blades.  
Why cut it, when you can Raptor it.



JIGSAW BLADES

Features

Features

• 6 Tooth Blade - ultrafast, rough 
cutting jigsaw blade - perfect for 
jobs where speed is everything

• HCS Construction - suitable for 
use on softer materials including 
wood, plastics and laminates

• T-Shank fitting for compatibility 
with a vast array of popular 
jigsaws used by tradesmen

• 10 Tooth Blade - for fast, rough 
cutting jigsaw blade with a much 
longer life span than HCS blades

• Bi-Metal Construction - suitable 
for use on harder materials 
including hardwoods, hard 
plastics and some metals

• T-Shank fitting for compatibility 
with a vast array of popular 
jigsaws used by tradesmen

STRAIGHT CUT WOOD/PLASTIC

FAST CUT WOOD/PLASTIC

Jigsaw 
Blades
Where speed is everything and you are looking 
for a really high quality finish on a variety of 
materials, the Raptor range of Jigsaw blades has 
you covered. 

With various tooth construction and sizes to fit 
most power tool applications there is a blade to 
suit your next project. 

Code Description Price £
R25837 100mm x 1.3mm x 6 TPI (pack of 5) 3.99 
R25838 100mm x 1.5mm x 6 TPI (pack of 5) 3.99 

Code Description Price £
R25839 100mm x 1.2mm x 10 TPI (pack of 2) 4.29 
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JIGSAW BLADES

Features
• 21 Tooth Blade - perfect for 

a fine cut in metals between 
1 - 3mm thick

• HSS Construction - perfect 
for cutting harder materials, 
like metal, aluminium and 
non-ferrous metals

• T-Shank fitting for 
compatibility with a vast 
array of popular jigsaws 
used by tradesmen

STRAIGHT CUT METAL

Screwdriver 
BitsCode Description Price £

R25840 75mm x 1.0mm x 21 TPI (pack of 6) 3.99 
R25841 75mm x 1.0mm x 12 TPI (pack of 6) 3.99 
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SCREWDRIVER BITS

Features
• S2 Steel construction for 

superior performance and 
improved durability

• Anti-Slip Diamond Tip 
provides fantastic screw 
head purchase

• Ti-Nitrade Coating for a 
longer working life

• 1/4” Universal Fit Shank 
will work with a vast array 
of drivers and quick chucks

DIAMOND TIP PZ

Screwdriver 
Bits
Screwdriver Bits are probably one of the most 
indispensable Power Tool Accessory items in your tool 
kit, they’re also probably one of the most overlooked 
as well.

However, at Raptor we know first hand the difference 
high quality, professional driver bits can make to your 
efficiency on the job. That’s why we took great care 
over the development of our highly engineered driver 
bits to make sure that they work to same professional 
standards that you do. Features

• S2 Steel construction for 
superior performance and 
improved durability

• Anti-Slip Diamond Tip 
provides fantastic screw 
head purchase

• Ti-Nitrade Coating for a 
longer working life

• 1/4” Universal Fit Shank 
will work with a vast array 
of drivers and quick chucks

DIAMOND TIP PH

Code Description Price £
R25843 PZ1 x 25mm (pack of 3) 2.99 
R25844 PZ2 x 25mm (pack of 3) 2.99 
R25847 PZ2 x 25mm (pack of 15) 14.49 
R25845 PZ3 x 25mm (pack of 3) 2.99 

Code Description Price £
R25842 PH2 x 25mm (pack of 3) 2.99 
R25846 PH2 x 25mm (pack of 15) 14.49 
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SCREWDRIVER BITSSCREWDRIVER BITS

Features

Features

• S2 Steel construction for superior 
performance and improved durability

• Optimised head design ensures 
exceptional screw head purchase

• Milled Torsion Zone reduced 
breakages and optimises initial screw 
head grip

• 1/4” Direct Drive Universal Hex Shank 
will fit a majority of Impact Driver 
chucks directly without the need of an 
adaptor

• S2 Steel construction for superior 
performance and improved durability

• Optimised head design ensures 
exceptional screw head purchase

• Milled Torsion Zone reduced 
breakages and optimises initial screw 
head grip

• 1/4” Direct Drive Universal Hex Shank 
will fit a majority of Impact Driver 
chucks directly without the need of an 
adaptor

TORSION IMPACT

IMPACT BIT BOX

Code Description Price £
R25849 PZ1 x 50mm (pack of 3) 3.29 
R25850 PZ2 x 50mm (pack of 3) 3.29 
R25851 PZ3 x 50mm (pack of 3) 3.29 
R25848 PH2 x 50mm (pack of 3) 3.29 

Code Description Price £
R25853 PZ2 x 50mm (pack of 15) 14.99 
R25852 PH2 x 50mm (pack of 15) 14.99 

Features
• Includes the following sizes:  

T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, 
T35, T40

• S2 Steel construction for 
superior performance and 
improved durability

• Optimised head design 
ensures exceptional screw 
head purchase

• Milled Torsion Zone reduced 
breakages and optimises 
initial screw head grip

• 1/4” Universal Fit Shank will 
work with a vast array of 
drivers and quick chucks

IMPACT SCREWDRIVER BIT SET

Code Description Price £
R25857 8 piece set 3.99 

Features
• Auto-Locking Bit Holder allows for 

simple, one handed operation
• Slim profile design maximises access 

for use in the tightest of installations
• Specifically engineered to be more 

resistant to shocks caused by 
prolonged use of an Impact Driver, 
resulting in a much longer working life

• 1/4” Direct Drive Universal Hex Shank 
will fit a majority of Impact Driver 
chucks directly without the need of an 
adaptor

QUICK RELEASE IMPACT BIT HOLDER

Code Description Price £
R25854 65mm 8.99 
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Features
• 32 piece set includes the following 

components: Slotted: SL3, SL4, SL5, 
SL6 - Orange Ring ID

• Philips Head: PH1, PH2 x 2, PH3 - 
Red Ring ID

• Pozi Head: PZ1, PZ2 x 2, PZ3 x 2 - 
Blue Ring ID

• Hex Head: 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm 
Yellow Ring ID

• Torx Head: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, 
T30, T40 Light Yellow Ring ID

• Security Torx Head: T10, T15, T20, 
T25, T27, T30, T40 Dark Blue Ring 
ID;Quick change holder

• Black Oxide Powder Coating resists 
oxidisation resulting in longer 
bit life

• Colour coded ID rings for each 
bit type makes it much easier to 
identify the correct bit

• Auto-Locking Quick Change Bit 
Holder allows for simple, one 
handed operation

• Plastic hardcase keeps all of the 
bits secure and in one place whilst 
also being compact enough to 
keep in your tool bag or work 
trouser pocket

IMPACT BIT SET

SCREWDRIVER BITS

Code Description Price £
R25858 32 piece set 39.99 

IMPACT 
SOCKETs
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IMPACT 
SOCKeTs
We’ve all been on that job where you have every single 
screwdriver, Torx and hex bit at your disposal and you come 
across a corroded, stuck nut and bolt. 

For that very reason we have developed a small range of the 
most common sizes you’re likely to encounter on the jobsite 
to make sure you’re equipped to take on any challenge the 
jobsite throw at you.

Features
• S2 Steel construction for superior 

performance and improved durability
• 3/8” Square Drive Head Profile will fit a 

vast array of sockets and adaptors
• Specifically engineered to be more 

resistant to shocks caused by 
prolonged use of an Impact Driver, 
resulting in a much longer working life

• 1/4” Direct Drive Universal Hex Shank 
will fit a majority of Impact Driver 
chucks directly without the need of 
an adaptor

IMPACT SOCKET ADAPTOR

Code Description Price £
R25855 3/8” drive 3.69 

IMPACT SOCKETS

Features
• Cro-Mo construction with 

a thicker wall thickness 
to specifically withstand 
prolonged use with impact 
wrenches and drivers

• 3/8” square drive will fit 
a vast array of Impact 
Wrenches and adaptors

IMPACT SCREWDRIVER SOCKET SET

Code Description Price £
R25856 3 piece set 5.99 
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RIP UP  
THE RULE 
BOOK
When the going gets rough,  
release the Raptor.

Nothing beats a Raptor hand tool.  
They’re made to be uncompromising,  
to tear through the toughest jobs and 
to be the only one standing when the 
dust settles. A perfect marriage of form, 
function and ferocity, Raptor tools 
aren’t waiting to be used, 
they’re waiting to be unleashed. 

NOTES
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NOTES

QUALITY 
TOOLS 
DESIGNED 
for the 
toughest 
jobs. 

UNLEASHED.

Even the most experienced professional 
doesn’t know what the working day will bring.

Which is why we design and build all our 
products to perform in the most demanding 
environments, to the highest standards.  
Day in, day out, professionals rely on our kit to 
get the job done, quickly, efficiently and safely. 
They don’t worry about what the job will bring, 
they just want it to ‘bring it on!’
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All prices exclude VAT. While stocks last, trade only.
Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information included in this 
document was accurate at the time of printing, we reserve the right to change 
specifications at any time. Images used are for illustrative purposes only and are 
produced within the printing constraints so should NOT be used for matching. 
We must also point out that goods will be invoiced at prices ruling at the date of 
dispatch unless otherwise agreed. E&OE.
Prices correct at time of print.

Raptortool.co.uk 
Buy exclusively from Wolseley.


